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AccuRACY, RnIIABILITY AND SPPBo

I



RBpnEsENTATIoN oF A WnvB-LtNB

Boov

Two-dimensional flow beneath an infinite, sinusoidal body of finite period is consid-

ered. The intention is to determine appropriate choices for the resolution required

to represent the bod¡ and the locations of the singularities used to represent the

potential. The normal velocity through the body's boundary is used as a measure of

error, and accurate solutions are sought. It is believed that the conclusions drawn

will provide reasonable guidelines for the accurate representation of a free surface.

2.L lxrnooucrloN

It is possible to remove complexities created by body representation, domain truncation,

radiation condition and iterative procedure, by considering a wave-like body. Considering

the flow produced beneath a fixed sinusoidal surface of infinite length, with an amplitude

and wavelength similar to those expected for a real free surface, allows several issues to

be addressed in detail, without the added complications produced by a true free surface,

or the presence of another body. Specifically, the following questions can be investigated:

(i) How ma,ny collocation points per wavelength are required to adequately represent

the shape of a wave?

(ii) Where should the singularities be located in order to accurately represent the ve-
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2 A Waue-Like Bod'Y Introduction 11

locity potential beneath a wave-like surface?

(iii) Which singularity type is best for representing the potential?

(iv) What is a suitable error measure to use when determining the accuracy of the

representation?

Using a fixed and impermeable surface, that is, a Neumann boundary rather than a free

surface, has the added advantage that no iteration procedure is required. The strengths

of the singularities are determined by a single inversion of a system of simultaneous linear

equations. This leads to significant savings in terms of computational effort'

With regard to the locations of the singularities, in principle there is nearly limitless

variety - the only requirement is that the singularities are situated external to the fluid.

Here, only discrete sources will be considered'

The potential can be represented by the superposition of the uniform stream and a

periodic distribution of discrete sources, and can be described as

ó(*,,) : (rr. å #rorþ*' (î @ - ,,)) * sinh2 (ir'-',))) , Q'r)

where t/ is the speed of the stream, n¡ is the number of sources used per wavelength, o¡

is the strength associated with the j-th source which is located at (r¡,2¡), and À is the

wavelength of the surface. Within this thesis, for consistency with three-dimensional flows,

two-dimensional flows will be described in terms of r and z-coordinates with z representing

the vertical direction. In the following, and without loss of generality, lengths are made

dimensionless by scaling with respect to the stream speed and gravitational acceleration

g, so that (J : g:1, the wavelength is l: 2r, and stagnation height is 0'5.

Within this context, several plausible schemes for the location of singularities come

quickly to mind. One possibility is to restrict the singularities to a horizontal plane'

An alternative is to follow the general contour of the wave. Within this second option,

there is the possibility of placing the sources a set distance from the collocation points

directly above the wave, or alternatively, along normals to the wave surface' In each

instance, there is the choice of whether singularities should be positioned with respect to

the collocation points, or midway between collocation points, or at some other proportion

between these two extremes.

Considered here are four schemes for positioning the singularities'
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(a) Sources distributed on a horizontal plane, at a predetermined height above the mean

height of the surface.

(b) Sources distributed on a horizontal plane, at a predetermined height above the crest

of the wave.

(c) Sources distributed at a predetermined height above the actual wave surface.

(d) Sources distributed at a predetermined distance along the upwards-pointing normal

of the wave surface.

These will be referred to as schemes (a)-(d) in the following text. In each instance, the

collocation points are evenly distributed with regard to their r-coordinate.

There is now a class of problems that can be described by a total of five parameters of

choice. The wave amplitude A, the choice of singularity distribution scheme (a)-(d)' the

number of collocation points per wavelength n¡, the vertical length parameter associated

with each of the singularity distribution schemes (to be referred to as "offset height"),

and the horizontal length parameter which describes the amount that the sources are

shifted horizontally away from the collocation points (termed "offset shift"). It \4'ill be

useful to refer to the ratio of offset height relative to the distance between collocation

points (in the u-direction) as the "offset height ratio". Similarly, the term "offset shift

ratio,, is introduced to distinguish the relative value from the absolute, for the horizontal

shift parameter. Under schemes (u), (b) and (c), an offset shift of zero indicates that

singularities are placed directly above collocation points, and an offset shift ratio of 0.5

would have them placed above the points midway between collocation points. A similar

situation applies for scheme (d), except that the singularities lie along normals to the

point on the wave surface which is determined by the offset shift parameter. Figures 2.1

and, 2.2 show these parameters diagrammatically'

As will be shown later, appropriate error measures can be based upon the magnitude

of the normal velocities along the surface. The error measures of choice here are approx-

imations to (i) the maximum absolute normal velocity anywhere along the wave surface,

and (ii) the integrated absolute normal velocity along a period of the wave surface. In

each case, normal velocities are calculated at 16 equally spaced points (in terms of the

r-coordinate) per collocation point. Note that the normal velocity is zero at each of the

collocation points. The maximum normal velocity anywhere along the free surface is then

approximated by the maximum absolute value of the normal velocity at these points, and
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the approximation to the integrated normal velocity is determined by numerical integra-

tion using the absolute values of the normal velocities, the integration being performed

over a single wavelength, and with respect to r'

2.2 Tpsr CnsPs

Extensive tests were performed using a wide variety of choices for each of the input

parameters. Considered were three cases of sinusoidal wave amplitude - a modest wave

of amplitude 0.05, another of amplitude 0.25 which can be considered to be a moderately

large wave, and a \ryave whose amplitude of 0.50 is an upper-bound for the amplitude

which can be expected in real life. In the dimensionless units, water waves of amplitude

0.3 or more display distinctly non-linear characteristics which make them dissimilar to a

sinusoidal \Mave. Also, the height of a water wave's crest cannot exceed 0.5, the stagnation

height.

Each of the singularity location schemes (a) through to (d) were tested. Choices for

the value of rz¡ were 4,8,L2,!6,20,24,28,32,64 and 128' The offset height was chosen

so that the offset height ratio was one of 0.5, 1.0, 2'0,4'0,6'0, 8'0, 10'0, 12'0, 14'0, and

16.0. The ofiset shift ratio was chosen from the values 0'00, 0'25 and 0'50'

2.3 Rpsulrs

It is convenient to represent the results graphically, using a single plot for each combination

of wave amplitude, singularity location scheme, and offset shift ratio. The error measure

can then be plotted as a surface, with one of the independent axes being rz¡, ând the other

being the offset height ratio. For the graphs that follow, the dependent axis is a base-1O

logarithm of the error measure. An error measure of the order of 10-15 is comparable to

machine precision, and will be seen to be the limiting factor for some of the results.

The test cases yield 36 graphs for each error measure. In general, the shapes of the

two related graphs (one using the maximum, and the other, the integrated error measure)

are strikingly similar for any given choice of amplitude, scheme and offset shift ratio, and

so it is not necessary to display both. In the following, only the integrated error measure

will be shown, and only a representative selection of the plots will be reproduced.
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Fi,gure 2.3: Normal ueloci,ty along a peri,od of the waue-lilce

surface'

2.3.L NonuRl VplocltY AS AN ERRoR MEASURE

The first task is to justify the use of error measures based upon the normal velocities.

Figure 2.3 shows the normal velocity through the surface as determined at 16 equally

spaced points per collocation point. This particular case is for a wave of amplitude

0.2b represented by 16 collocation points per wavelength, with the singularities' locations

determined using scheme (d), an offset shift of 0.00 and an offset height ratio of 8.0.

If the normal velocity 'were zero everywhere, the solution would be exact, and so,

the extent to which the normal velocity is non-zero is a measure of the inaccuracies in

the representation. The figure shows that the normal velocity is zero (or more precisely,

of the order of machine tolerance) at the 16 collocation points, as is required by the

enforced Neumann boundary condition. The normal velocity varies in a smooth manner

between collocation points, indicating that behaviour of the normal velocity is being

adequately resolved by the 16 points per collocation point. The maximum absolute value

is approximately 6.0 x 10-5, which should be compared to the value of. Unl where n1 is

the component in the r-direction of the normal to the surface. Unl is the normal velocity

if the flow is approximated by a uniform stream only, and for a wave of amplitude A,

has a maximum of U AIJTTT. In this instance, that value is llt/17 or approximately

0.243. Clearly then, the error in this case is very small'
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Also of interest is the general shape of the envelope in which the curve lies. It too

is roughly sinusoidal in shape with a mean height of about 3 x 10-5, and an amplitude

of a similar magnitude. The envelope is largest ãt' r: rf2, and smallest at r:3rf2,

which suggests that the wave is under-represented at its crest when compared to the

representation of its trough. (Recall the free surface is a perfect sine \ryave, and so also

has a maximum at r: rf2, and. a minimum at n:3112.) This then gives a clue as to

how one could modify the spacing of the singularities to achieve a moderate increase in

accuracy, without the need for more collocation points (by decreasing the spacing near

the crest, and increasing it near the trough)'

Never-the-less, the smooth behaviour of the normal velocit¡ coupled with the necessity

that it vanishes for an exact solution, indicates that the normal velocity provides the basis

for an accurate and reliable error measure'

2.3.2 AvtPltruDE 0.05

This is the case of a wave of modest amplitude, having a wave steepness of approximately

0.016. In fact, it is reasonable to expect that conclusions drawn from this case would

apply equally well to a flat surface (used, for example, when considering the linearised

free-surface boundary condition).

The first graph considered here (Figurc 2.4) shows some of the best results. It serves

as a basis for detailed analysis, as well as a benchmark by which the other graphs can

be compared. It corresponds to the case where scheme (d) is used, and the offset shift is

zero. That is, singularities are located along normals to the surface collocation points'

The plot can be considered as composed of three faces - a sloping face at the left

hand rear, a steeply sloped face at the right hand rear, and a horizontal floor in the

foreground. The roughly horizontal floor is a consequence of the limitations of machine

accuracy. The rear right hand face shows an exponential decrease in error as the number

of collocation points per wavelength is increased, until such a stage that machine precision

is the limiting factor. Similarly, the rear left face also displays an exponential reduction

in the error measure, again until machine precision comes into play'

The general shape of the plot is smooth, in that there are no oscillations in the order

of magnitude of the error for neighbouring choices of n¡ and offset shift ratio' This case
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Figure 2.1: Integrated error nùeasure for scheme (d) with off-

set shi,ft 0.0. The waue ampli'tude is 0'05'

could be described as being well-behaved'

Clearly, in this case, choosing 24 or more collocation points per wavelength and an

offset height ratio between 6.0 and 12.0 yields results that have normal velocities that are

due to the limitations of machine precision'

2.3.2.1 EFT,ECTS OF oFFSpr HOtCHt Rnuo AND RESOLUTION

Focussing attention on lines of constant rù¡, ân initial exponential reduction in normal

velocity for increasing offset height ratio can be observed. Typically, small offset height

ratio (2.0 or less) yields results of poor accuracy. As offset height ratio is increased (say to

6.0) the error reduces until it reaches a minimum value, at which is stays until the offset

height ratio is of the order of. 12.0, at which time the error grows, and continues to do

so until the maximum offset height ratio that was tested (that is, 16.0) is reached' The

expectation is that the trend of growth in error would continue for larger values of offset

height ratio. For values of n¡ less than24, the limitingfactor is the resolution, whereas

for values of n¡ greater than 24,lhe limiting factor is machine precision.

Similarly, the lines of constant offset height ratio show that the error decreases expo-

nentially with increasing n¡, until it reaches a minimum, at which it remains, regardless

of further increase in resolution. In the cases where offset height ratio is less than 6'0,

it is the limiting factor. For cases where the offset height ratio is greater than 6'0, the

limiting factor is machine precision.
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The intersection of the two non-horizontal faces produces a line along which the offset

height is constant. This is the critical value at which the limiting factor switches between

offset height ratio and resolution. In this instance, this height is approximately 1.5 or

equivalently Àla.

This suggests a method of determining the optimum offset height' Firstly, a moderate

offset height and resolution are selected. Several cases are tested, with offset height

increasing. When the error no longer decreases in an exponential manner, the optimum

ofiset height has been reached. At this stage, the offset height is fixed and the resolution

is increased until the desired accuracy is achieved, or the limits of machine accuracy come

into effect.

The conclusion to be drawn is that an offset height greater than Àf 4, coupled with

of the order of 20 collocation points per wavelength, will yield results whose accuracy is

limited by machine Precision'

With this description serving as a benchmark, it is now possible to proceed to evaluate

the effects of choice of scheme and offset shift ratio on the general behaviour of the error

measures.

2.3.2.2 Epppct op Oppspr SHIFT Rluo

In all of the singularity location schemes, there is a periodicity of 1 associated with the

offset shift ratio. For example, choosing an offset shift ratio of 0.75 is equivalent to using

-0.2b. The singularities will be located in exactly the same spot. Thus, only offset ratios

in the range of -0.50 to 0.b0 need to be considered, as this range represents all possible

choices. Further, it is possible to use arguments of symmetry to show that results for

a negative offset shift ratio are the same as those for the corresponding positive offset

shift ratio. Thus, consideration can be restricted to cases in the range 0'00 to 0'50'

Consequently, in the present study only the values of 0'00, 0'25 and 0'50 will be tested'

With the aid of Figure 2.5, lt is possible to investigate the effect of offset shift ratio

on accuracy. The figure shows three graphs for offset shift ratios of 0'00, 0'25 and 0'50,

from top to bottom resPectivelY.

Of immediate note is the strong similarity between the results for 0.00 and 0'25,

and the marked difference (and degraded performance) displayed for the case 0.50. This

suggests there is a rapid deterioration in the accuracy of the results as the singularities
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approach the mid-points of the discretisation - but that the effect is localised to a small

râ,nge of ofiset shift ratios around the value of 0.50. Note also that the error for the case

with offset shift ratio 0.b0 varies erratically, and so could be described as ill-behaved. The

degradation is most noticeable for moderate choices of offset height ratio. To put this in

context, it is important to recall that the results are poor for small offset height ratio in

all cases, and that for the benchmark case, the limiting factor at high offset height ratio

is machine precision. Both these factors are still at play in this case also. The reduced

performance for moderate offset height ratio can be explained by the effect of offset shift

ratio on the conditioning of the system, and will be discussed in greater detail in Section

2.4.

Similar trends are observed for schemes (u), (b) and (d). In each instance, there

is a strong similarity between the results at offset shift ratio 0'00 and 0'25, with rapid

degradation at 0.50. In fact, 0.00 and 0.25 are indistinguishable except for offset height

ratios of greater than 8.0, and even then there is no clear preference for one or the other'

Offset shift parameters near 0.50 can be ruled out, as they produce results of inferior

quality.

2.3.2.3 Enppcr oF SINGULARITY LoclttoN Scnpvtp

For a fixed offset shift ratio (either 0.00 or 0.25), the four graphs corresponding to schemes

(u)-(¿) are remarkably similar. So much is this the case that there is no need to reproduce

them here - they all look like the first two graphs of Figure 2.5.

At this stage, it is relevant to point out that there is some redundancy between schemes

(a) and (b). For any given offset height, there is a corresponding value of offset height

ratio under scheme (a), and another (tower) corresponding value under scheme (b). This is

observable within the graphs as slight differences in error for small offset height ratio and

large n¡. Scheme (a) is in general the poorer of the two. Any difference is not noticeable

for large offset height ratio or small n¡.

Another point to note is that under scheme (a), for large n¡ and small offset height

ratio, the singularities may lie beneath the crests. That is, they may have entered the fluid

domain. Such cases are unacceptable as they violate the requirement that the potential
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satisfies Laplace's equation everywhere in the fluid domain. This will only occur if

TL^ , À (2.2)

"trt.t 
h.tght tatit

In this instance, this makes only three points on the graph for scheme (a) invalid: offset

height ratio of 0.5 at nx:64, offset height ratio of 0.5 at nx: I28, and offset height ratio

of 1.0 al, n¡: I28. This becomes more significant, with more points being disqualified as

the wave amplitude gro\lrs, and needs to be kept in mind when considering the results for

the larger amplitude waves.

For a small amplitude wave, the normals are near vertical, and so there is little reason

to expect any difierence between schemes (c) and (d). Further' as the amplitude is small,

there is little difference between schemes (c) and (a), except as noted above. Consequently,

with the exception of regions where scheme (a) is invalid, at this stage there is no clear

reason to believe that any one scheme is superior to the others'

2.3.3 Att¡PuruDE 0.25

This case represents a lvave of reasonably large amplitude' In practice, it is around

this amplitude that water waves start to exhibit nonlinear properties, and waves of this

amplitude will be considered when dealing with actual free-surface flows.

The graphs corresponding to this case (for various schemes and offset shift ratio) show

properties similar to those for the case of wave amplitude 0.05.

Offset shift ratio 0.50 again produces results of inferior accuracy, and there is little

difference between 0'00 and 0.25.

The results are qualitatively similar to those for amplitude 0'05. Again, there is an

exponential decrease in error as either offset height ratio or resolution is increased, until

a limiting factor is encountered, at which time no further increase in accuracy can be

produced. The intersection of the two faces produces a line of critical offset height, and

for this amplitude, the critical height is approximately 0.9, or equivalently À17 ' For

combinations of offset height ratio and rz¡ that produce an offset height less than this

value, it is the offset height ratio that is the limiting factor. For combinations where

the offset height is greater than this critical value, the resolution limits the obtainable

accuracy. However, for combinations where the offset height ratio is greater than 6.0 and
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Figure 2.6: Integrated error rneasure for scheme (d) with an

offset shi,ft ratio of 0.00 for a waue-like body of ampli'tude 0'25'

the value of n¡ is greater than 64, machine accuracy is the limiting factor. Interpolation

suggests that in some cases, machine accuracy is the limiting factor fot n¡: 40.

Although the results for schemes (a) and (b) are similar where (a) is valid, along lines

of constant offset height ratio, scheme (c) displays a marginally better rate of decrease

in error than does (b). Scheme (d) has the fastest rate of decay for the errors, and as it

displays the smoothest results it appears to be the most reliable of the schemes. As such,

scheme (d) is starting to become the preferred method for the location of singularities.

The results for scheme (d) at offset shift 0.00 are displayed in Figure 2'6'

2.3.4 AtvtpltruDp 0.50

This case represents an upper-bound for the possible wave amplitude in the sense that

free-surface \ryaves can never have a crest height greater than stagnation height, which,

when made dimensionless by scaling with respect to the stream speed and gravitational

acceleration, is 0.b. In practice, waves of an amplitude near this limit exhibit strongly

noniinear characteristics (the troughs are raised relative to a sine \ilave, the crests become

sharper, and the wavelength decreases slightly), and so a better test case would be a

trochoid which would demonstrate similar properties. (Newman 129, p'250] gives a brief

discussion of the suitability of using a trochoid to approximate a nonlinear wave, and also

several references to other relevant discussions.) This case is however still of value if con-

sidered as an upper-bound to the amplitude of those free-surface waves that demonstrate
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sinusoidal characteristics'

yet again the same patterns are observed. Offset shift ratio is best at 0.00. There is

a slight variation in accuracy at 0.25, and the results are poor at 0.50. The critical value

of offset height is 0.2, or equivalently )/9. For combinations where the offset height ratio

is greater than 6.0 and n¡ is greater than 64, the limiting factor is machine precision.

There is now a clear preference for scheme (d). Figure 2.7 shows graphs of schemes

(b), (.) and (d) with an offset shift of 0.00. It is clear that scheme (d) is superior, and

in comparison, relatively slow rates of reduction in error can be seen for schemes (b) and

(.)

The graph for scheme (d) displays two points where the accuracy is dramatically

reduced. These are for r¿,\ : 16, with offset height ratio 6'0, and for n^ : 32 at offset

height ratio 12.0. These are interesting peculiarities as they represent cases where the

singularities are positioned at a distance that is very close to the radius of curvature of

the trough. Consequently, several singularities are positioned closely (in fact in each case,

two singularities are superimposed), and this leads to a poorly conditioned system, and a

consequential increase in error. In practice, one must be wary to avoid the clustering or

superposition of singularities, and this can usually be achieved by ensuring that the offset

height is smaller than the local radius of curvature'

2.4 FuntHER ANALYSIS

Greater understanding of the conclusions reached in Section 2.3 can be attained by con-

sidering the nature of the influence produced by a discrete source on the surface'

The potential at some point (r,z) induced by a discrete source located at (ø", z,) and

of strength ø is given by Ór(n,z): *logr, where 
" 

: (* - r,)2 + (z - z,)2, and so the

velocity produced is q"(r,r) : (Ó",,Ó,,) : *((* - r,)lr',(z - z,)lr2)' The influence

of a discrete source acts in a direction that is radial from the source, and with velocity

proportional to r-1. The two factors that effect the value of q,.ù at points other than the

collocation point are the distance of the source from that point on the boundary, and the

angle, d, between the directions of the surface normal and the induced velocity at that

point. Both of these are functions of the source location. Figure 2.8 shows the effect of

these factors for the two offset height ratios of 0.5 and 2.0. It becomes immediately clear
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Figure 2.8: Diagram showing the effect of offset height ratio

on the accura,cy of the boundary condition i,n the nei,ghbour-

hood of a collocation Poi'nt.

that the value of q .ùinduced over the surface will vary less for larger offset height ratios.

This is of course true regardless of the choice of offset shift ratio'

Suppose that in the absence of a source, the normal velocity everywhere along the

boundary near a collocation point is C. To satisfy the kinematic condition q'ù: 0 at

the collocation point, the strength of the source such that the velocity it induces will

satisfy g.;ù : -C is sought. For the moment, a local coordinate system is employed,

such that the origin is located at the collocation point, the r-axis lies along the tangent

to the surface at the collocation point, and the z-axis lies in the direction of the outwards

normal, so ñ : (0,1). Locating the source along the normal to the collocation point at

an ofiset height of 2,, that is, at (0,ar), induces a velocity at the collocation point that

ir g" *@,-tlz,). Thus, if the total normal velocity at this point is to be zero, then

o:ZrCzr. With this choice of source strength, elsewhere on the boundary the normal

velocity induced by the source i, q ,.ù - -c (rr lr)' , so the total normal velocity at (r, 0)

\s q.rl: C (rlù' : C sin2 0.

For large enough offset height ratio and near the collocation point, r can be approxi-

mated by 2,, and so the normal velocity behaves like C (*lr)'. Three interesting points

can be derived from this at once. Firstly, for fixed n¡, the error measures are inversely

proportional to the square of the offset height ratio, and hence the exponential decrease

that is observed in the error on the left hand rear face of the graphs. Secondly, for fixed
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absolute ofiset height, the error is inversely proportional to the square of the number of

points per wavelength. The combination of these two points yields the third - that the

error i,s constant for the san're offset height ratio, relatiuely i'ndependent of the number of

poi,nts per wauelength! Once there are enough points to represent the shape of the surface,

then, for the same offset height ratio, there is no increase in accuracy of the potenti,alwith

increasing n¡. Increased computational effort yields no improvement in accuracy. This

is supported by the curves of constant offset height ratio along the left hand face of the

plots. They lie parallel to the n¡-axis indicating no change in error measure'

Although individual sources cannot really be considered in isolation from the remain-

der of the influences, this does at least provide some insight into why small offset height

ratios will produce inferior accuracies. The fact that these conclusions are observed in

practice provides support for the validity of this brief analysis.

It would appear that the larger the offset height ratio, the more accurate the results are.

However, the fact that higher values of offset produce a more constant influence along

the boundary, indicates that there will be a degree of coupling between neighbouring

singularities in their effects upon a collocation point'

A low offset height produces a situation in which the satisfaction of the boundary

condition at one particular node is predominantly influenced by the singularity that is

nearest. This leads to a well conditioned system of equations, in that there is little coupling

between the boundary condition at a collocation point and the strengths of sources other

than the one nearest. Such a situation leads to singularity strengths that vary from each

other by a small amount and in a smooth manner. As shown previously, this also produces

inferior results.

This is in contrast to the case when offset height is large, because the boundary con-

dition at a given collocation point is influenced by the strengths of not only its associated

singularity, but also others nearby. This leads to a system of equations that is not as well

conditioned, and is characterised by source strengths that vary by large amounts between

neighbouring singularities, and in some cases oscillating in sign. In extreme cases' the sys-

tem is so poorly conditioned that calculations become inaccurate. It is the i,ll-condi'ti'oni'ng

of the sgstem of equations that results i,n the degradati,on of accuracy as the offset height

is increased beyond the opti,mum ualue'

These two phenomena also provide the clues as to why results are most accurate when
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the offset shift is zero. Firstly, due to the fact that the magnitude of induced velocity

decays at the rate proportional to r-1, a slightly smoother representation will be gained

(in the manner of Figure 2.S) if the singularities are located near the collocation points,

rather than between them. Secondly, because the velocity acts in a radial direction, the

influence is stronger when the direction is aligned with the normal, rather than at an

angle to it. However, both of these effects are small for moderate choices of offset height

ratio. The dominant factor is that the system of equati,ons i,s better conditioned if the

singulari,ti,es lie near collocati,on poi,nts, rather than somewhere between them' This is

why the the results display a degradation in accuracy for offset shift ratio of 0'50 with

moderate choices of ofiset height ratio, and for offset shift ratio 0.25 at high offset height

ratio, where the system is already poorly conditioned'

With this in mind then, it no longer comes as a surprise that the best scheme of those

tested above is scheme (d) with offset shift 0.00. In this case, singularities lie directly

along normals to the collocation points, ensuring a well conditioned system and accurate

results for moderate choice of offset height ratio'

2.5 CONSIoERATION OF Orupn SlNcul-,ARITY TvppS

So far, only discrete sources have been used to represent the disturbance to the uniform-

stream potential. There are, however, a variety of common singularity types that can be

used. The list includes discrete vortices, discrete dipoles, panels of sources, vortex panels,

dipole panels - and there is the possibility of using a combination of any or all of these'

In this section, the anticipated consequences of using some of these singularity types will

be discussed brieflY.

2.5.L DtscnPrE VoRTIcES

The point vortex is the conjugate analytic function of the discrete source, having potential

ó: +arctan 
((" - ùl(r - r,)). (2'3)

Its influence acts in a circular fashion (rather than the radial manner of sources), so it acts

in a direction normal to the surface when it actually lies on the surface. Thus, it will have

the greatest influence on the kinematic boundary condition when it lies on the surface,
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and for a desingularised approach, this means between the collocation points. However,

it is reasonable to expect that the boundary condition is not satisfied accurately between

collocation points when the singularity lies close to the surface' as \ryas seen to be the

case with sources. Although in this instance, the normal and the direction of influence

are aligned along the local surface boundary between collocation points, the effect of

changing radius is much greater. As the radius decreases to zero (that is, as points on the

boundary in the neighbourhood of the vortex are considered), the strength of its influence

grows indefinitely, creating large normal velocities. Similarly, there are issues concerned

with the conditioning of the system of equations when the singularity is placed midway

between collocation points, as would otherwise seem to be the logical choice.

Consequently, it is expected that results of an inferior quality will be produced by

vortices, in comparison to discrete sources.

2.5.2 DlscRPrE DIPoLES

With discrete dipoles one need not only consider where the singularities should be placed,

but also in which direction they should be aligned. If the axis of the dipole is aligned with

the local surface, then in a mânner that is similar to that of a vortex, the influence of the

dipole will be in the general direction of the surface, rather than normal to it. In this

direction, the dipole will have little capacity to satisfy the kinematic boundary condition.

If directed so that the dipole axis is normal to the surface, the influence will be such

that it can be used to satisfy the kinematic boundary condition. However, an analysis

similar to that performed for the discrete source of Section 2.4 would suggest that the

efiect of the change in radius along the nearby surface is greater (the velocity induced

by a dipole is proportional to If r2), and also the angle between the surface normal and

the direction of influence increases more dramatically. Consequently, the resulting normal

velocity in the neighbourhood of a collocation point is likely to vary more than that for

a discrete source, and the overall accuracy of the representation of the potential will be

poorer.
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2.5.3 SouncB PeNPls

As panels are continuous distributions of sources, it is expected that a smoother velocity

distribution would be produced over a nearby body surface by a source panel than would

a single discrete source. This would be of greatest advantage at small offset height,

where discrete sources produce an influence that varies significantly over the body surface

in the neighbourhood of the collocation point. However, increasing offset height to a

moderate value where discrete sources perform well has no effect on the computational

effort required, and as such, does not represent any additional expense. At moderate

offset height, discrete sources produce accurate results, and panels are unlikely to be an

improvement. At large offset height, the system of equations is ill-conditioned, and it is

this that effects the quality - presumably, panels would suffer from the same problem.

It is unlikely however, that fewer panels will be needed than discrete sources, becâuse,

as shown previously, there is a minimum number of collocation points required to capture

the shape of the surface, and it is this that is the limiting factor with regard to accuracy.

It is hard to imagine that panels would do this more effectively.

Consequently, it appears likety that source panels offer little advantage over discrete

sources for capturing the flow beneath a wave-like surface. (This conclusion is, however,

unlikely to be reached for some other bodies. This applies in particular to those with

sharp corners, where it is anticipated that discrete sources would prove to be inadequate.)

2.5.4 OrHpns

Vortex panels are unlikely to be of value as they suffer from the fundamental problem

that for a desingularised panel, the influence is not in a direction normal to the surface.

Dipole panels can be shown to be identical to a superposition of a source and a vortex

of suitable strengths located at each end of the panel, and as such offer no advantage over

a distribution of discrete sources.

2.6 A I\orE oN ConnpurATIoNAL EFFoRT

It is important to realise that, in the search for results of greater accuracy, there is no

change in computational effort unless the value of n¡ is changed. That is, modifying the
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value of offset height has no effect on the computational cost. As such, it is desirable to

achieve maximum accuracy by ensuring that the offset height being used lies in a range

which is optimal, before increasing the number of points used to describe the surface.

2.7 A WanNING Aeout Lnncp Oppspt Hplcsr

In this chapter so far, when discussing the optimal range of offset height ratio, the impor-

tance of operating in a region where the error appears to be a minimum has been stressed.

In practice, one would be wise to operate in the lower end of such a range. Typically,

this is a value such that the results are not yet inhibited by the machine precision. When

calculations become affected by machine tolerance, it becomes difficult to determine an

upperbound for the associated error. For example, the calculation of normal velocity is in

fact a relatively straight-forward computation, requiring only the evaluation of the first

derivative of the potential at the point due to each source. More elaborate computa-

tions may require significantly larger numbers of computations, and as such may be more

susceptible to the accumulated effects of round-off error. In such instances, potentials de-

termined where machine precision has been a limiting factor may yield inaccurate results.

Thus, for instance, in the above where an offset height ratio in the range 4.0-8.0 appears

to be satisfactory, one may be advised to use the offset height ratio of 4.0 as a preference.

2.8 CoNcl,usloN

It is clear that singularities are best located along normals to the surface and with an offset

shift of zero. That is, they should be normal to collocation points. Discrete sources are

found to provide accuracies for which the limiting factor is the capability of the computer

to resolve small numbers.

A strategy for optimum location is to determine, for a given resolution, the offset height

at which the error measure is a minimum, and then, using this offset height, increase the

resolution until a result of the desired accuracy is achieved.

For the wave with amplitude 0.5, using an offset height of approximately 0'6 is appro-

priate. For values less than this, there is a loss of achievable accuracy. For greater values,

ill-conditioning of the system of simultaneous linear equations results. Then, using 64
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points per wavelength provides an accurate representation of the body. This combination

corresponds to an offset height ratio of approximately 6.0. For smaller amplitude waves'

one does not need such great resolution, and the offset height can be increased.



RaolATIoN CoNoITIoN AND DovAIN

TnUNcATIoN

Various candidate radiation conditions are assessed for their ability to select the

particular solution which does not have waves far upstream. The location at which

the radiation condition is enforced, and the points of truncation of the computational

domain, are assessed for their effects upon successful implementation of the radiation

condition.

3.1 lNrnooucrloN

The rôle of the radiation condition is to select from the infinite family of possible solutions

the one which does not have any waves upstream of the disturber. One can base the

formulation of the radiation condition on the behaviour that can be expected from that

particular solution. It is however, reasonable to expect that different radiation condition

formulations (based upon different aspects of that behaviour) will produce results of

differing accuracies.

Also, the location at which the radiation condition is to be enforced is a matter

of choice, but again, one can expect this to have an effect on the performance of the

radiation condition. The length of the computational domain (in both the upstream and

downstream directions) can also be expected to influence this.

32
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The purpose of this chapter is to investigate several possible radiation condition for-

mulations for their ability to accurately select the desired solution. After a brief discussion

of the radiation condition, several alternatives will be formulated' They will then be as-

sessed for accuracy, in conjunction with the locations at which they are applied' Finally,

the effects of domain truncation will be investigated.

3.2 Tsp RnonuoN CoNDITIoN

Consider a steady-state free-surface potential flow past a body, as could be defined by

equations (1.1)-(1.4) on page 4. There exists a family of solutions, each member of which

corresponds to the body in an already disturbed stream. For example, if two bodies

move in the same direction and with the same speed, and are positioned such that one is

operating in the wake of the other, then the fluid surrounding the trailing body satisfies

all the constraints i,rrespecti,ue of. the disturbance produced by the upstream body.

Therefore, to uniquely determine the flow about a disturber, the nature of the flow

upstream from the disturber must also be prescribed. Here, the interest is in the flow

created by objects moving through what would otherwise be calm fluid, and so the desired

particular solution has no waves far upstream.

This is prescribed loosely by the radiation condition, which is often stated as

Yó-+U upstream, (3.1)

but which can appear in any equivalent form that suggests the flow upstream is not

disturbed.

For the two-dimensional case, each member of the family of solutions can be con-

structed by the superposition of the desired particular solution with an infinite wave

train. The wave train is restricted in its wavelength so that its speed is consistent with

the speed of the fluid, but it can be of arbitrary phase (relative to that of the rffaves

that exist downstream in the particular solution), and have any amplitude (provided the

resulting wave is non-breaking). Thus, this family of solutions can be described by two

parameters, which may be thought of as the amplitude and phase of the upstream wave'

This suggests that an additional two constraints are required to uniquely specify any given

member of the family. The two constraints that select the desired particular solution are
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collectiuely the radiation condition.

In the three-dimensional case, the family of solutions has an infinite number of pa-

rameters that describe it. For a train of planar waves incident at angle 0 (for all angles

-i < 0 a i), the wavelength must be such that the component of its velocity in the

direction of the body's motion is the same as that of the body itself, to ensure the satis-

faction of the steady-state requirement. As with the two-dimensional case, each of these

wave trains can be of arbitrary amplitude and phase. The increase of complexity results

from the fact that the amplitude and phase are no\ry functions of d'

For the remainder of this chapter, attention will be restricted to the two-dimensional

case. The extension to the three-dimensional case is straight-forward.

3.2.1 FonuUr,ATIoN oF CANDIDATE ReonttoN CoNDITIONS

The task of a radiation condition is to select the desired particular solution, and reject

any solution that has waves upstream. It is the last part of this statement that is the

key in formulating candidate radiation conditions. The two constraints must be such that

they are not satisfied simultaneously by a large upstream wave, but should still allow for

the unknown disturbance to the upstream domain.

In general, suitable possibilities are based upon the elevation of the free surface far

upstream, and the horizontal and vertical velocities found there. In this region the flow

behaves in a linear manner, and as such, any nonlinear terms in candidate radiation

conditions can be neglected without consequence. This provides a basis for reducing the

set of candidate radiation conditions to those that are linear in the perturbation potential

and its derivatives.

The assumptions of the linear theory for a free surface are that the wave amplitude

and slope are small quantities in comparison to the stream speed (see Newman [29, page

23S]). For the steady-state problem, the kinematic and dynamic free-surface boundary

condition can be combined to yield the linearised boundary condition

(J" ó,* * 9ó, : o (3.2)

Here we are assuming two-dimensional flow, with the z-coordinate representing elevation.

It is consistent with the neglect of terms of second order or higher in the perturbation

potential to apply the boundary condition on the surface z :0'
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It is an interesting consequence of the combination of the linearised free-surface bound-

ary condition with the two-dimensional Laplace equation lhat all derivatives of the po-

tential (when evaluated at the free-surface) can be directly related to either Ó*, Ó", or

ó*r. This is based upon the observation that differentiation twice with respect to z is

proportionat to (by Laplace's equation) differentiation twice with respect to r, which is

proportional to (as a, consequence of the boundary condition) differentiation once with

respect to z.

Also, under the assumptions of linearity, the free-surface elevation can be determined

by

(3.3)

From this form, one can see at once that the free-surface elevation is proportional to the

perturbation in the horizontal velocity.

Consequently, all derivatives of the free-surface elevation and potential can be shown

to be proportional to one of Ór, þ", and Q*"' This equivalence is used to eliminate

redundancy between candidate radiation conditions'

Plausible candidates for the radiation condition include requiring that far upstream:

(a) the free-surface elevation is zero,

(b) the vertical component of velocity is zero,

(c) the free-surface elevation decays exponentially, and

(d) the vertical component of velocity decays exponentially'

As the radiation condition is two constraints, a simple formulation requires that the

given constraint is satisfied at two different points. A generalisation of this would be to

require one of the above constraints to be satisfied at one point, while another constraint

is satisfied at a second point. For the more general formulation, the two points need not

be distinct. In the following, only the formulations where the same constraint is applied

at two different points will be considered.

By equation (3.3), the formal definition of candidate radiation condition (a) can be

shown to be

S'-u:o
Also, the formal definition of candidate (b) is

Ó":0 '

e : -I@.-u)

(3.4)

(3.5)
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In order to determine formal definitions of radiation conditions (c) and (d)' it is useful

to consider the nature of a function, /, that decays exponentially at the rate -n a"s r

decreases. That is,

f:A(-r)-". (3.6)

Its derivative, f,, has the form

f*: nA(- n)-n-t : -:f ,r (3.7)

which can be rearranged to Yield

rf**nf :0. (3.8)

In this form, the condition is independent of the constant A, and depends only upon the

choice of decay rate r¿. Inherent in this formulation is the assumption that the disturber

is located near r : 0.

Considering candidate condition (c), where the surface elevation decays exponentially,

the function /(ø) can be replaced by the perturbation to the horizontal component of

velocity, ó* - U, and so

nó,,*n(Ó,-u) :0. (3'9)

Making use of the proportionality between þ,, and þr, this is equivalent to

krS"+n(ó*-U) :0, (3.10)

where k -- g ltl, is the wave number. In this light, condition (c) is seen to be a combination

of conditions (a) and (b). A consequence of this is that condition (c) with r¿ chosen to be

0 is identical to radiation condition (b)'

For candidate condition (d), the function is the vertical component of velocity, and so

the formal definition is

ró,,1nÓ":0 . (3.11)

Note that the rate of decay n is yet to be specified. In the following, for candidate

radiation conditions (c) and (d), the value of rz will be appended, so that, for example,

condition (c2) refers to radiation conditiot (c), with n:2'
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3.2.2 TpsrtNc oF THE CeNon¡.tE RADIATIoN CoNDITIoNS

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the candidate radiation conditions, it is necessary

to eliminate or reduce all possible sources of inaccuracies to as great an extent as is

practicable. In Chapter 2, the accurate representation of the potential and free surface

for a wave was discussed, and so the remaining concerns are representation of the domain

of simulation, choice of iterative procedure, and representation of the body, as well as

the selection of an appropriate error measure by which the performance of any particular

radiation condition can be measured.

The error introduced by domain truncation can be reduced by using a domain that

extends far upstream and downstream in comparison to both the wavelength and the size

of the body. The effects of domain truncation will be investigated in Section 3.3.

The iterative procedure, provided it is correct in its formulation and implementation,

should have negligible effect upon the solution. Consequently, it should have no effect on

the ability of a candidate radiation condition to select the particular desired solution.

One can remove any errors that might otherwise be introduced by the presence of

a body (for example, the inaccuracies associated with representing the body itself) by

replacing the body with a dipole. In an infinite fluid the dipole reproduces a circular

cylinder, and beneath a free surface the dipole produces a close approximation (although

Tuck [37] showed that no closed body is produced). This simplification also has the

advantage that the exact solution to the linearised problem is known, and can be used

as an approximation to the solution of the nonlinear problem, from which suitable error

measures can be derived. Such an approach is valid if the nonlinear effects are small, but

this could be difficult to verifY.

If however, the numerical solution of the lineari,sedproblem is sought, then the solution

can be used for direct comparison. Another advantage is the removal of the iterative pro-

ced.ure, resulting in reduced computational effort, as the linear solution can be determined

by a single inversion of a set of simultaneous linear equations.

3.2.3 Tsp LIwpRn TnpoRy FoR A SusN{pnGED DIPoLE

The exact solution for the potential of a flow about a submerged horizontal dipole and

satisfying the linearised free-surface condition is well known. Havelock [16, page 26]
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restated the wave resistance of the dipole, which in the present notation is

R: plåp2e-rr-', (3.12)

where p is the fluid density, ¡-r is the moment of the dipole, and F : U lt/gf is the Froude

number of the flow as based upon the depth / of the dipole'

The lift is also given by Havelock [15, page 391], and is

, : -o(rt {ru + 2F4 + 4F2 - Be-2F-"Li("'o-")\ , (3.13)'8trt

where Li is the logarithmic integral'

These formulae are suitable for use as the basis for error measures by which the effec-

tiveness of candidate radiation conditions can be determined. In particular, reasonable

error measures are the absolute values of the relative errors of the numerically determined

force components.

3.2.4 Tup TPsr PRocPouRP

The effect of density is linear with respect to the forces and has no effect upon the solution

potential. Variations in the dipole moment have a linear effect upon the perturbation

potential and free surface, and an associated quadratic effect on the force. Each member

of this class of problems can be identified by its Froude number as controlled by depth of

submergence, Í, with all other variations \n p, lt, U and g only producing differences in

scale. Therfore, without loss of generality, P, þ, u and g are held fixed at unity' In testing

the candidate radiation conditions, Froude numbers of 0.5, 1.0 and 1'5 will be used'

As the boundary condition is to be applied upon the surface U : 0, it is consistent

with the results of Section 2 to use 48 points per wavelength, with an offset height of 0.75

(which produces an offset height ratio near 6.0) and an offset shift of zero, in order to

accurately represent the potential.

It is anticipated that a domain that extends 10 wavelengths upstream of the dipole,

and another 10 wavelengths downstream is adequate for the current purposes. The error

introduced by this assumption will be investigated in section 3.3.

The accuracy of the solution is to be determined with respect to the influence of the

choice of candidate radiation condition, and the two locations at which the constraint is

to be enforced.
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For candidate radiation conditions (c) and (d), it is reasonable to investigate the

influence of integer values for n, ranging from 0 to 4. Thus there are in effect 11 distinct

candidate radiation conditions to test, being (u), (b), (cl)-(ca), and (d0)-(da).

The points at which the radiation condition is to be satisfied will be referred to as

radiation condition implementation points 1 and 2, with point 1 being the furthest up-

stream. In principle, any points on the upstream portion of the free surface could be

selected, but in the current test, the locations will be restricted to free-surface collocation

points. F\rrther, only those points that are a distance of one of 0, À/8, 
^14, 

..., I from

the upstream end of the domain will be used. As there are 48 points per wavelength, these

implementation points correspond to nodes 7, 7, 73, . . . , 49, the nodes being numbered

from one, starting furthest upstream. These restrictions lead to 36 possible combinations.

As a technical matter, the additional two constraints create an imbalance between the

number of conditions and the number of unknowns in the system of simultaneous linear

equations. The method used to overcome this minor difficutty is to remove two of the

surface collocation points, one at the upstream end of the domain, and one downstream'

For each of the three Froude numbers, each of the eleven candidate radiation conditions

is applied using each of the 36 possible combinations of locations for enforcement. The

solution potential is determined, and the lift and drag calculated by implementation of

the Lagally theorem.

9.2.5 FoncB Celcul,ATIoNS BY THE LACelly Tsponpvt

The Lagally theorem is based upon the strengths and locations of the singularities that

reproduce the potential, and is exact for the determined potential. In particular it is

independent of the free-surface shape, which removes the possibility of errors that might

otherwise be introduced by a surface determining procedure.

Robertson [32, p. 200] states the theorem as follows. "The force on a body in the

presence of a source is equal to the product of the fluid densit¡ the strength of the

source, and the velocity induced at the location of the source by all causes except the

source. The line of action of the force is through the source, and its direction is that of

the induced velocity."

Milne-Thomson 127, p.217] gives a simple derivation of the theorem for two-dimensional
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sources, from which it becomes clear that the stream velocity is not to be considered as a

,,cause", and therefore is not to be included when determining the velocity at the source.

In addition, the derivation lends itself easily to the determination of forces due to other

singularities, including vortices and dipoles. For vortices, the line of action is perpendicu-

lar to that of the induced velocity (that is, it is rotated anticlockwise by r 12). For dipoles,

the interest is in the derivatives of velocity, and for two-dimensional panels of sources or

vortices, the velocity potential and stream function are required.

The power of the theorem lies in the fact that the force on a body is simply the sum

of all forces acting on the body due to singularities located external to it' In addition,

there could be a component of vertical force associated with a circulation about the body,

due to vortices contained within it.

In testing, there was found to be strong consistency between the forces as determined

by the Lagally theorem, and those determined by integration of pressure over the body's

surface. Given the relative ease with which the Lagally theorem can be applied to bodies

of complex geometry, it is the method of force calculation that is used throughout this

thesis.

3.2.6 RBsulrs oF THE Tpsr PRocpouRp

The absolute value of the relative error is determined using the exact value for both drag

and lift as given in equations (3.12) and (3.13) respectively, and the results are displayed

as surface plots using a base-lO logarithmic scale. There are 33 graphs for each of drag

and lift, based upon combinations of Froude number and candidate radiation condition,

but only a representative sample is reproduced here for discussion.

In general, the radiation condition formulations perform well. There are, however,

consistent differences between them. The accuracy of the various formulations is relatively

independent of the Iocations of implementation points 1 and 2, except for one specification'

The distance between the points at which the radiation conditions are enforced must not

be an integer multiple of a half-wavelength, or a distance near these.

The more successful formulations are (b) and (d), and it is interesting to note that

the accuracy of formulation (d) appears to be largely independent of the choice for decay

rate. Formulations (a) and (c) prove to be somewhat poorer.
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3.2.6.1 FnouoP NuMsPn 1.5

Figures 3.1 and 3.2 make clear the distinction between the accuracies achieved by the

radiation condition formulations. In each figure, the left half of the graph, including axes,

represents the error in the drag force, while the right axes are to be used when interpreting

the results for the lift.

The relative error in both the drag and lift for formulation (a) are displayed in Fig-

ure 3.1. Both forces show considerable variation in accuracy, with the most accurate values

being of the order of 10-3, which indicates four-figure accuracy, and the least accurate

values having a relative error of the order of 1'

By comparison, formulation (d0), displayed in Figure 3.2, has a relative error for drag

of the order of 10-a, indicating accuracy to five significant figures. For lift, there is close

to seven-figure accuracy. There is only minor variation of error with respect to the choices

of implementation Points 1 and 2.

Analysis of the other candidate radiation conditions for this Froude number shows

formulation (b) produces results that are similar to (d). For formulations (cl)-(ca), there

is a gradual degradation in accuracy as n is increased, with (b) being better than (c1),

which is better than (c4), which is better than (a). There is little variation within the

results for (d0)-(d4).

3.2.6.2 FRouoP NUN¡ePn 1.0

Similar trends are seen at Froude number 1.0. Figure 3.3 shows the accurate results

obtained using scheme (b). Figure 3.4 shows the poorer results delivered by scheme (c4).

Again, the gradual increase in error in the results for (c) as rz is increased is observed' This

is of particular interest because of the relationship between the two classes of condition (b)

and (c). As noted previously, the formulation (c0) is identical to (b), and the formulations

(cl)-(c4) are in a sense a combination of formulations (a) and (b). It appears that the

poorer behaviour of formulation (a) is the detrimental component of the class of radiation

conditions (c), and it is this influence that becomes stronger as n is increased.

Note that at this Froude number, drag is obtained to at least four-figure accuracy'

while lift is accurate to about five significant figures.

Ridges of increased error are displayed clearly for both drag and lift in both of these
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graphs, and they coincide with the particular choices of implementation points 1 and 2

such that they are separated by a half-wavelength. In effect, if a particular candidate

condition is satisfied at one point, then it is also nearly satisfied at points distributed at

half-wavelength intervals from there. In essence then, enforcing the same condition at any

of these points is redundant, and the associated degree of freedom results in a solution

that has wa,ves upstream, and hence a larger error.

3.2.6.3 FnouoP NuMePn 0.5

Figures 3.b and 3.6 show the results obtained by conditions (a) and (d3) respectively.

Recall that there is little difference for formulation (d), regardless of the choice of n, and

so Figure 3.6 is indicative of the results for the formulations (d())-(da)'

For formulation (d), there is insignificant variation of error with respect to the choices

of implementation points 1 and 2. In particular, the ridges associated with a separation

of a half-wavelength are not represented. This lack of variation is an indication that the

accuracy is being limited by some other factor. It wilt be shown in Section 3.3 that the

limiting factor is the truncation of the domain in the downstream direction.

3.2.7 Er.r.pcrTVENESS oF THE CaNoIOEtE RADIATION CONDITIONS

The conclusion is that candidate formulations (a) and (c1)-(c4) are less successful in

selecting the particular solution that does not have waves upstream. By comparison,

conditions (b) and (d0)-(d4) behave well. There is little difference in the performance for

formulation (d) with the different choices for the rate of decay n. Similarly, the accuracy

that is achieved is independent of the locations at which the constraints are implemented,

provided that they are not separated by an integer multiple of a half-wavelength'

A recurring pattern in the graphs for successful radiation conditions is that there is a

minimum error achieved, and a lack of variation from this value. This suggests strongly

that something other than the particular radiation condition being enforced is the limiting

factor in attaining accuracy. It will be shown in the next section that the limiting factor

is the length of the computational domain.

At this stage, there appears to be no consistent and significant difference on which to

base a strong preference between the case (b) or the class (d).
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3.3 TpSIING THE EpppCtS OF DOuntN TRUNCATION

It was the premise of the previous section on the formulation and application of the

radiation condition, that a domain stretching from ten wavelengths upstream of the dis-

turber to ten wavelengths downstream, is adequate for the successful implementation of

the radiation condition. On this basis, it was possible to determine successful radiation

conditions, and to reject less appropriate formulations. It is the aim of this section to

investigate the error that is introduced by a truncated computational domain.

The appropriate test is straight-forward to design and implement. Again, a dipole

submerged beneath a linearised free-surface is considered. Relative errors in the forces for

drag and lift are determined, and their variation with the distance of domain truncation

investigated.

For each Froude number 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5, the successful radiation conditions (b) and

(d0)-(d4) were applied at implementation points 1 and 3, for a domain that extended ten

wavelengths upstream. The distance of downstream truncation was varied from between

À/S to 101 in intervals of l/8, and the solution potential determined in each instance.

Another similar set of tests were also run, with the upstream domain varying in length,

while the downstream domain length was kept constant at ten wavelengths'

The results are quite interesting. Firstly, for each Froude number, there is no sig-

nificant difference in the drag between each of the six radiation conditions. Secondly,

there are only insignificant differences in the lift between each of the radiation conditions

(d0)-(d4), while there is a significant difference produced by the condition (b).

In the graphs that are to follow only two curves will be shown. One is the curve

produced by radiation condition (b), and the other is produced by condition (d2), with

all other conditions of type (d) Iying sufficiently close to this curve to warrant the simpli-

fication. In each instance, it is (b) that produces the poorer result. With this distinction

in mind then, the curves are not individually labelled on the graphs.

3.3. 1 FRounB NuMsPn 0.5

Figure 3.7 shows the four graphs of the base-l0 logarithm of the absolute value of the

relative errors for drag and lift as the domain length is varied in the upstream and down-

stream directions. In this case, the Froude number is 0.5. The figure is arranged such that
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Figure 3.7: Relatiue errors in drag and' lift as the domai'n

length is uari,ed in both the upstreanx 0,nd downstream di,rec-

ti,ons. The Froude nunxber i's 0.5'

the top graphs represent drag, while the bottom graphs represent lift. In each case, the

dependence upon variation in the upstream domain is the left graph, and the dependence

upon the downstream length is the right graph. The four graphs should be considered in

unison to accurately interpret the results. In addition, the horizontal axes are logarithmic,

so as to facilitate the determination of exponential rates of reduction in error measures.

Each curve shows an oscillation in error that is related to the phase at which the domain

is truncated. Such an oscillation is to be expected, and it is the envelope produced by the

maxima that is important here.

Observation of the graph for drag as it depends upon the upstream truncation, re-

veals a limitation on the accuracy attained for upstream domains of length longer than

approximately two wavelengths. In comparison, the corresponding graph for downstream

domain displays a quad,ratic rale of reduction in error as the domain length is increased.

The consistent interpretation of these two graphs is that the downstream truncation is
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Fi,gure 3.8: Relat'iue errors determi'ned for a Froude nunxber

of 1.0. The ti,ft calculations reueal that the radi'ation condition

is li,mi,ting the achieuable accuracy'

limiting the achievable accuracy, and that in order to increase the accuracy' one would

need to extend the downstream domain further.

Similar trends are observed in the graphs for lift, although the performance of radiation

condition (b) is moderately poorer than that for (d), requiring a larger domain upstream

to obtain results of the same accuracy. Also worthy of note is the cubic rate of reduction

in error as the downstream domain length is increased.

3.3.2 FnouoP Nunlepn 1.0

Figure 3.8 displays the results for Froude number 1.0. Again there is a clear quadratic rate

of reduction in error for drag as the downstream domain is extended, and observation of

the graph for upstream indicates that the length of downstream truncation is restricting

the accuracy in the drag measurement.

The graphs for lift are particularly interesting. They display large differences between
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the different radiation conditions. It is clear from the downstream truncation graph that

the accuracy acquired by both radiation conditions is limited by some other factor well

before the end of the ten-wavelength range tested. Similarly, the accuracy is limited for

the upstream graph. The limiting accuracy that is achieved is significantly different for the

two different radiation condition formulations, being of the order of 10-a for formulation

(b), and 10-5 for formulation (d2). The conclusion is that the accuracy achieved is not

restricted by the length of downstream truncation, nor the length of upstream truncation,

but it is limited by the ability of the radi,ation condition to diminish the amplitude of the

waves upstream. In each case, the radiation condition has selected a solution that has very

small waves upstream, as opposed to none, and it is this inaccuracy that is dominating

the calculations.

3.3.3 FnouoP NuNnePn 1.5

Figure 3.9 displays the error measures for Froude number 1'5'

They are essentially similar in behaviour to the previous case, where the Froude num-

ber was 1.0. For drag, there is a quadratic reduction in error as the downstream truncation

distance is increased, and at ten wavelengths, this error is the dominating factor. The

graph for upstream truncation indicates that radiation condition (d2) behaves better than

(b), as it reached its limiting accuracy when the upstream domain is only two wavelengths

in length.

For the lift, it is again the actual radiation conditions that are the limiting factor,

with accuracies of 10-4'5 being achieved by condition (b), and 10-5'5 being achieved by

condition (d2).

3.3.4 Sutuu¡,ny OF THE EpppCrs OF DOMAIN TRUNCATIoN

In general the drag displays a quadratic rate of decrease in error as the downstream

domain is increased in length. For drag calculations, it is the downstream length that is

the limiting factor in determining the force accurately.

For lift, which for all these cases is more accurate than the drag, the limiting factor

for both Froude number of 1.0 and 1.5 is the ability of the radiation condition to reduce

the amplitude of the upstream \Mave. For the remaining case of Froude number 0.5, a
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Figure 3.9: Relatiue errors in drag and li'ft as the domai,n

length i,s uaried i,n both the upstream and downstream di,rec-

tions. The Froude number is 1'5.

cubic rate of decay in error is observed, and the length of downstream truncation is the

limiting factor.

In none of the three cases vras it the length of the upstream domain that was the

limiting factor in achieving results of high accuracy.

3.4 CoNcl,usloN

Radiation conditions of the class (d) are more successful in selecting the particular solution

which does not have waves far upstream, than is radiation condition formulatiott (b),

which is superior to the other alternatives considered. Formulation (d) is based upon the

exponential decay in the upstream direction of the vertical component of fluid velocity.

Accuracy appears to be reasonably independent of the rate at which the vertical velocity

is required to decay.
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The condition can be enforced at any two points near the upstream end of the com-

putational domain with reasonable success, provided the two points are not separated by

a length close to an integer multiple of a half wavelength'

Investigations of the effect of truncation of the computational domain indicate that

the accuracy of the wave resistance is (for most of the examples tested) limited by the

extent of the downstream domain. That is, the radiation condition is not the limiting

factor. For the vertical component of force (for which the relative error is significantly

less than that for the wave resistance), the formulation of the radiation condition is the

Iimiting factor.



Tup IIBnATIVE PnocEDURE

Several possible algorithms for the iterative procedure are considered. The boundary

condition formulations, surface update procedures, and singularity location schemes

are assessed for their effects on the accuracy of the solution and the reliability and

speed of the algorithm. Also, appropriate convergence criteria are defined.

4.I INTNOOUCTION

One of the difficulties associated with determining flows beneath a free surface is that

the free surface is not known in advance, and yet an exact formulation requires that the

free-surface boundary conditions are satisfied on it. The standard method of dealing with

this is to adopt an iterative procedure whereby successive refinement of an approximation

is used to determine the actual free surface.

An initial approximation is made for the free surface, and certain conditions are en-

forced upon this boundary. The potential that satisfies these conditions is determined, as

is a better free-surface approximation. This procedure is repeated until the appropriate

free-surface boundary conditions are satisfied to within a desired tolerance, at which stage

it is claimed that the solution potential and free surface have been determined.

52
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4.2 Tsp CoupoNENTs oF AN ITpRRTIVE ScHEME

This process can be described by four components. The first is the condition that is to

be enforced on the approximate free surface. The second is the method by which the new

free-surface approximation is determined. It may be preferable to allow the singularities

to shift between successive iterations of the procedure, and the process of determining

their locations is the third component of the iterative procedure. The final component is

the test by which convergence is established.

4.2.I Fnpp-SuRFACE BoUNoRRY CoNDITIoNS

The boundary conditions that are to be satisfied on the free surface are

0

0

Dp
DI

and

p

(4.1)

(4.2)

on ( - (- with ó : ó*. Here ffi is the material derivative of pressure, (* represents the

free-surface solution, and /* represents the solution potential. The physical interpretation

of equation (a.1) is that the free surface is both a streamline and an isobar. The second

condition, (4.2), requires that the excess pressure on the isobar is zero. Clearly, together

they prescribe a free surface.

From this, one can immediately suggest several conditions to enforce on the approxi-

mate free surface, in order to evaluate the potential and a better free-surface approxima-

tion.

For clarity, the following notation is introduced. The free-surface approximation on

which the boundary condition is to be enforced is denoted by (0, and the refinement to

this approximation is (1, so that (0 + C1 is a better approximation to (* than is just (0.

One simple scheme is to use the condition

': :o on ( : (o . (4.3)
Dt

In the following, this will be referred to as boundary condition formulation 1.

A second scheme is to use the condition

(4.4)P:0 on ¿¡Oç:ç ,
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and will be termed boundary condition formulation 2.

A more sophisticated scheme involves applying a combination of the two conditions.

A truncated Taylor series expansion of H : 0 (as evaluated at the solution) in the

free-surface elevation shows

oo*c'!2=o on (:(0, (4.5)Dt' t a( Dt'-

and similarly, the expansion of p - 0 yields

p+Ç'*p*o on (:(0. (4.6)
o\

Eliminating (1 from these, neglecting terms in the approximation which are of order

O(((t)'), and rearranging, yields the combined condition

Dp0 0Dp
Dt aep - P 

aC Dt: 0 on (:(0. (4.7)

(4.8)

This is boundary condition formulation 3.

A fourth formulation is to use both free-surface conditiots simultaneously with the

first-order transfer terms included' That is,

-ra
n+ ÇVP 0 and

Dp, uïD?: 0 0n (:co. (4.g)
th * t ae-m

Under this scheme, the perturbation to the approximate free surface is determined auto-

matically. The simple formulation of this scheme presumes that the singularities remain

fixed in their location. As such, the only influence on the boundary conditions is due

directly to the free surface shifting. This is boundary condition formulation 4.

A more complicated version of this process is to presume that there is a vertical linking

system between nodes and singularities. In this case, any modification to the free surface

has a two-fold effect. Firstly, that which is due directly to the change in free-surface

elevation, and secondly that due to the associated change in the potential representation as

the singularities are shifted. This will be referred to as boundary condition formulation 5,

and the concept of vertical linking will be dealt with in greater detail in Section 4.2'3.

A further extension is to account for the effects on the boundary conditions where

the singularities are normally-linked to the free-surface nodes. This formulation is quite
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complicated, and is not considered further. Again, a clarification of normal linking will

be given later.

In summary then, there are five different boundary-condition formulations that will

be considered here.

(1) The material derivative of pressure free-surface condition, H :0.

(2) The dynamic free-surface condition, P:0'
(3) The combined condition, H&, - nftfi : O.

( ) The extended system in which both the potential and free-surface are determined

simultaneously using both p + elftn: 0 and # * et&H: 0. This formulation

presumes that there is no linking between the free-surface nodes and the singulari-

ties.

(b) The extended system which presumes that the singularities are linked to nodes in the

vertically-linked sense, but otherwise is similar to boundary condition formulation 4.

Note that these boundary conditions are to be satisfied by the solution potential /*, but

that within the iterative procedure, only an approximation to the desired potential will be

known. An iterative procedure involving successive refinement of the potential (without

modification of the free-surface approximation) could be implemented to determine the

potential to a desired tolerance. However, significant savings in computational effort can

be gained if one presumes that an approximation to the potential is satisfactory when

determining the new free-surface approximation. The potential approximation is refined

as the free-surface approximation is, so that eventually both are satisfactory.

4.2.2 Sunpacp UpoerP PnocPouRES

Three possible methods by which the new free-surface approximation can be determined

are:

(1) based upon the dynamic free-surface boundary condition,

(2) based upon the material-derivative free-surface boundary condition, and

(3) to directly determine it as part of the potential solution procedure.

In the first method, use is made of a truncated Taylor series expansion of the pressure

as a function of free-surface elevation. If the free-surface approximation for which the

potential has been determined is (0, and on this approximate surface the pressure is
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non-zero, then a surface on which the pressure is closer to zero can be determined from

equation (4.6), and is given by

e:eo-pl
the pressure and its derivative being evaluated on the free-surface approximation (0.

Similarly, under the second method, the new free-surface approximation can be ob-

tained from equation (4.5), and is

, - Co _=l:=. (4.11), - co -Dp .LDJ .' Dt' ae nt'
In the third method, the system of equations, (4.5) and (4.6), that is solved when

enforcing the approximate free-surface boundary condition also determines the free-surface

elevation (o + (t on which the boundary conditions are better satisfied. ConsequentlS

the new free-surface approximation is automatically determined as part of the boundary

condition enforcement process'

4.2.3 SlNcul,RRITY LocnuoN ScnBnnps

As mentioned in the introduction, it may be advantageous to shift the singularities be-

tween iterations of the solution procedure. Three distinct possibilities for determining

their locations will be considered here. They are

(1) fixed singularities,

(2) vertically-linked singularities, ancl

(3) normally-linked singularities.

The first of these is trivial, in that the singularities are fixed in their location and are

therefore independent of the free surface. Their locations are supplied at the outset, and

never change.

The second method is slightly more sophisticated. The singularities are "linked" to

free-surface nodes, and any change in the surface elevation is reflected by a similar shift in

the height of the associated singularities. In general the linking is such that any number

(including zero) of singularities may be associated with a given node. The only restriction

is that a singularity cannot be associated with two or more nodes. Not all singularities

need to be associated with nodes, and vice-versa. As changes in the free-surface elevation

influence only the vertical location of the singularities, they are said to be vertically-

linked. Note also that this says nothing about the relative locations of a singularity and

a

*P,
(4.10)
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the node to which it is associated. In practice however, each singularity is linked to the

free-surface node directly below it. Those at the extremes of the domain are linked to the

end nodes.

The third method is to locate singularities along normals to the free surface. The

distance along the normal remains constant between free-surface approximations, and is

determined from the initial locations. The locations of the singularities at the edges of

the domain are determined by presuming extensions to the free surface, with the same

slopes as the end segments. This is the normally-linked singularity location scheme.

These three methods are likely to have distinct relative advantages and disadvantages'

Firstly, there is likely to be an effect on the accuracy of the potential for the solution.

It was shown in Chapter 2 that for waves of large amplitude it is preferable to have

singularities located along normals to the free surface. This can only be achieved by

the normally-linked scheme. The second preference is for the singularities to be located

above the nodes, but at a set distance so that they follow the shape of the free surface'

This can be achieved by the vertically-linked scheme. However, the process of shifting

the singularities may prove to be disruptive to the iterative process' possibly resulting in

either a decreased rate of convergence, or even the failure to obtain a converged solution.

It is anticipated that the effects will be most pronounced in the normally-linked scheme

as it is that scheme which shifts the singularities the most. Consequently, the schemes

that are most likely to behave well in the iterative process may well result in a potential

representation of decreased accuracy, and vice-versa.

4.2.4 CoNvpncENCE CRIIPRI¡'

The iterative scheme is declared to have converged to a solution when the appropriate

criterion is met for each of the free-surface boundary conditions.

The dynamic boundary condition is considered to be satisfied when the absolute value

of pressure at all of the free-surface nodes is less than a prescribed tolerance. For the

current purposes, this tolerance is set to 10-t ((-"* - C-n) I' Here, (-u* represents the

maximum elevation of the free-surface, and (-i' is the minimum' So that (-ur* - (-in is an

approximation of the wave height. A variation in pressure of approximately ((,,'r* - (-i") I
will be observed along any horizontal line near the free surface. Thus, the term indicates
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that a relati,aeerror in excess of approximately 10-8 of the wave height will not be tolerated

in the free-surface nodes' elevations. Note that this criterion has dimensions the same as

those for pressure, and therefore scales appropriately'

For clarity of reference, the tolerance as defined above will be termed the absolute

pressure tolerance, in comparison to the relative pressure tolerance, which in the above is

10-8. It is generally more convenient to refer to relative tolerances.

A similar criterion is required for the boundary condition that is based upon the

material derivative of pressure. In this instance, the tolerance is set to 10-t ((-'* -

e^i,) g'ltl. A variation in # of approximately ((-,* - (-i") g'lu wilt be observed on

a horizontal line near the free surface, and so the condition can again be interpreted as

one of the accuracy required by the free-surface nodes. This condition is dimensionally

similar to H, and so, scales appropriately.

The iterative scheme is deemed to have failed if as a result of the surface update

procedure, âny free-surface node is positioned at an elevation greater than stagnation

height.

As a practical matter, the iterative procedure is halted if neither convergence nor

divergence occur before some maximum number of iterations. This value is set to 30 for

the current purposes. In such an instance (which occurs only twice in the results that are

to follow), it is possible to assess the history of the errors, in an attempt to determine the

likelihood of obtaining a converged result.

4.2.5 IrpRRuvE-ScHEME CoMBINATIoNS

The five boundary condition formulations, three surface update procedures and three sin-

gularity location schemes can be combined in various \Mays. Clearly, it is nonsensical to

use the same condition when updating the free surface as that enforced on the approxi-

mation, as the result would be a boundâry on which only the originally applied condition

was satisfied, which would not be a free surface at all.

Sixteen meaningful possibilities are displayed in Table 4.1. In the following, these

iterative schemes will be referred to as 1.1.1 etc., to indicate clearly their formulation.

The first digit represents the boundary condition formulation, the second indicates the

surface update procedure, and the last gives the singularity location scheme.
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Boundary condition

formulation

Surface update

procedure

Singularity location

scheme

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

2

1

1

1

2

2

2

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

5

Table 1.1: Combinati'ons of boundary cond,ition formulation,

surface update procedure and singularity location scheme for

uarious plausible iteratiue schemes'

Each of these iterative schemes can be expected to have different properties with regard

to their ability to converge to the desired solution and the rate at which this convergence

is achieved.

For example, one can anticipate a linear rate of exponential decay in the error for

scheme 1.1.1. This scheme is based upon the use of boundary condition formulation 1

(equation (4.3)) on the approximate free-surface, followed by surface update procedure 1

(equation (4.10)) to determine the new free-surface approximation. A Taylor series ex-

pansion of the equation # : O (as evaluated at the solution) in the free-surface indicates

that the error in boundary condition formulation 1 is of order O(Ct). The surface update
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procedure 1 is of order O(((t)'). Consequently, the combined procedure is first order in

(1, and hence the anticipated linear rate of exponential decay in the error.

A similar analysis to the above (with the only change being that the roles of p and ffi
are reversed) indicates that a linear rate of convergence can also be expected for iterative

scheme 2.2.t.

By comparison, the boundary condition formulation 3 (equation (4.7)), has an error of

the order of O(((1)'z). Consequently, combining with either of surface update procedures 1

or 2 (to produce schemes 3.1.1 and 3.2.1 respectively) yields an iterative scheme that

should display a quadratic rate of exponential decay in the error.

Similarly, boundary condition formulation 4 also has an error of order O(((t)')' Recall

that under this scheme, the perturbation to the approximate free surface is determined

automatically. Consequently, the scheme should have a quadratic rate of convergence.

These rates of convergence should apply if the singularities are held fixed through-

out the solution process. As noted previously, shifting the singularities may reduce the

rate of decay, so that more iterations are required to achieve convergence. In the cases

of boundary condition formulations 3 and 4, the quadratic rate of convergence may be

destroyed.

However, boundary condition formulation 5 is special in the sense that it has the effect

of shifting the singularities in a vertically-linked manner built in, and a quadratic rate of

convergence should result. Indeed, this is the sole purpose of this formulation, and also

the reason why only singularity location scheme 2 is considered in conjunction with it.

Each iterative scheme eventually solves a system of linear equations. In the cases

of boundary condition formulations 1, 2 and 3, this system is used to determine the

potential, with the strengths of the singularities being the unknowns. Under boundary

condition formulations 4 and 5, both the refinement to the potential and free surface

are simultaneously determined, and the number of unknowns is increased by the number

of nodes used to represent the free surface. This can potentially double the size of the

system, and the associated computational cost of doing this may be considered to be the

price of quadratic convergence'

By comparison, to achieve its quadratic rate of convergence, boundary condition for-

mulation 3 requires the determination of higher-order derivatives of the potential.
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4.3 TpsrlNc FoR Spppo AND RpLtaeILITY

It is the purpose of this section to investigate the properties of convergence of these

plausible iterative schemes, with the intention of drawing a conclusion as to which are

most suitable for use, in terms of speed and reliability.

4.3.L Tsp IrpRRrtvE-ScHEME TEST PRoSLB\'I

The horizontal dipole submerged beneath a nonlinear free surface in a two-dimensional

fluid again serves as a suitable test, this time for the properties of convergence for these

candidate iterative schemes. In essence, the properties of the iterative scheme are indepen-

dent of the actual disturber, but are likely to depend upon the steepness of the resulting

wave. The submerged dipole removes any difficulties associated with the representation

of the body, and provides ân easy method for varying the wave steepness. In the previous

chapters, reasonable choices with regard to domain length, free-surface resolution, singu-

Iarity location and radiation condition have been established, and consequently adequate

accuracy in the representation of the free surface and potential can be assured'

As noted before, the linear theory for a submerged dipole can be parameterised by a

single dimensionless quantity, being the Froude number based upon the dipole's depth.

As shown by equation (3.12) on page 38, the wave resistance is proportional to the square

of the dipole's moment, and hence the amplitude of the resulting wave is directly propor-

tional to the moment. Thus, varying the moment provides a simple mechanism by which

the wave steepness can be controlled. For the nonlinear problem, the proportionality

between moment and amplitude will not be direct, although a close correlation can still

be anticipated.

It seems unnecessary to investigate the properties for more than one Froude number,

since in a two-dimensional flow there is really only one parameter of interest, being the

steepness of the waves produced. It is reasonable to expect that there would be some

variation in the free-surface shape in the region of the body at different Froude numbers,

but the downstream characteristics will be similar for waves of the same steepness, irre-

spective of Froude number (with the exception of phase). Consequently, in the results

that are to follow, the Froude number is 1.0 throughout'

To establish the suitability of the various iterative procedures, several tests are em-
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ployed. The first of these is to establish that a converged solution can be obtained at a

modest wave amplitude. The second deals with the rate of convergence for different rep-

resentations of the surface and potential, including the effects of singularity offset height,

free-surface resolution, and domain length. The third test deals with the ability to capture

waves of large steepness, for which the nonlinear effects are considerable.

4.3.2 CaprunING A W.wp oF MoDEST AMPLITUDE

The standard parameters adopted are U : I and g: 1, which in the linear theory gives

a wavelength of 2tr and a stagnation height of 0.5. The domain is of length 20n, with the

dipole located beneath the centre of the region at depth 1.0. In each interval of length

2r,48 nodes are used to represent the free surface. Discrete sources are positioned at an

offset height of 0'6 above the initial free-surface approximation (0 : 0' The offset shift

ratio is zero. The radiation condition (d2) is enforced at the two free-surface nodes at

distances of r l4 and 3r f 4 from the upstream end of the domain.

A brief exercise was undertaken, in which it was found that a dipole of moment 0'1

produced a \ryave of amplitude approximately 0.075. It is considered essential that any

nonlinear free-surface determining procedure should be able to capture the solution for

this case. Each of the 16 iterative-scheme combinations of Table 4.1 were tested using a

dipole of this moment. The results are shown in Table 4.2.

Of the 16 candidate iterative schemes, 10 are able to determine a converged solution'

All of the 6 that do not converge use the surface update procedure 2. None of the successful

10 use this update procedure. The conclusion that is to be drawn is that to determine

the new free-surface approximation using equation (4.11) produces divergent behaviour'

That is, although the formulation is consistent, the update procedure is unstable.

With surface update procedure 2 removed as unusable, there then becomes a strict

relationship between the boundary condition formulations and surface update procedures.

Boundary condition formulations 1 and 3 must use surface update procedure 1, while

formulations 4 and 5 must use procedure 3. Also, formulation 2 need not be considered

further, since it requires the use of surface update procedure 2, and hence cannot provide

a converged solution.

It is also worth noting that all 10 successful schemes produce free surfaces of the same
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Iterative scheme combination Converged solution obtained?

1.1.1

7.t.2

1.1.3

2.2.t

2.2.2

2.2.3

3.1.1

3.1.2

3.1.3

3.2.r

3.2.2

3.2.3

4.3.1

4.3.2

4.3.3

5.3.2

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Tabte 1.2: Abi'tity to conuerge to a solution for a dipole of

moment 0.1 for each of the candidate iteratiue schemes. uY'

ind,i,cates a solution can be determined,, "N" indicates a failure

to conuerge,

shape, and that the force on the dipole is close to that expected from the linear theory,

indicating that these are indeed the correct solutions.

4.3.3 CoNvpncENCE R¡.rPs

Given that the iterative scheme does converge to a solution, it becomes of interest to

determine the rate at which convergence is achieved. As previously noted, the singularity

shifting scheme is likely to have some influence over this, as are the other parameters

associated with representing the free-surface and potential.
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4.3.3.1 RNTPS OF CONVERGENCE FOR A STRNORNO TPS-[ CASP

The same test case as for the previous section is used, although the dipole moment is

doubled to 0.2, to enable a clearer distinction between the convergence properties of

the iterative-scheme combinations to be made. The values of pressure and its material

derivative are evaluated at each node for each iteration. These values represent the extent

to which the free-surface boundary conditions are not satisfied, and therefore are suitable

error measures for each iteration. Figure 4.1 shows the error measure for iterative scheme

3.1.1. One can see the overall decrease in error at the free-surface nodes with successive

iterations. In general, the maximum error occurs either above the dipole (near r : 0),

or at the downstream end of the domain, as is most obvious for # "t iteration 5' A

quadratic rate of decay in the maximum error can be observed. The error in pressure at

iteration 5 is limited by the precision to which the calculations can be determined.

The maximum absolute value of pressure and its material derivative for each iteration

are displayed in Figure 4.2 for each of the four main candidate iterative schemes. These

schemes are 1.1.1, 3.1.1, 4.3.L, and 5.3.2, and are the main candidates in the sense that

the singularity location scheme being implemented is the one which is the most natural

for the given boundary condition formulation, and hence should yield the greatest rate

of convergence. Schemes 3.1.1 and 4.3.1 display clearly a quadratic rate of decay in

the maximum error for successive iterations, and both obtain a converged solution in 5

iterations.

In contrast, scheme 1.1.1 shows a linear rate of convergence, with 11 iterations required

to reach a satisfactory solution.

The curves for scheme 5.3.2 show poor linear rates of convergence, with considerable

oscillation in the maximum errors, and requiring 21 iterations. The poor linear rate of

convergence is quite surprising, since the boundary condition formulation takes into ac-

count the effect of shifting the singularities in a vertically-linked manner' and a quadratic

rate of convergence could have been expected.

The author suspects that the additional terms in the system introduced by this formu-

lation introduce a destabilising effect and destroy the quadratic rate ofconvergence' This

conclusion is supported by the observation that the scheme 4.3.2 shows a near-quadratic

rate of convergence, with the only difference being the removal of these terms. Also, there
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is a close analogy between some of these terms and the formulation of the surface update

procedure 2. Recall that the only cases in the previous section where a converged solution

could not be obtained were those that implemented this surface update procedure, which

indicates that an instability is introduced by this approach'

Another point of interest is the balance between the magnitudes of the errors for pres-

sure and its material derivative. Boundary condition formulation 1 produces an iterative

scheme where the error in pressure is always greater than that for its material derivative'

The remaining three formulations are in opposition to this. This observation holds irre-

spective of the singularity location scheme, and is most likely related to the stage of the

iterative process at which these quantities are determined. When using boundary condi-

tion formulation 1, it is intended that the boundary condition is enforced' convergence

is checked, and then, if failing the convergence test, the free-surface approximation is

modified. The boundary condition formulation applies the material derivative of pressure

condition, and hence it is reasonable that at the time of checking for convergence, the

error should be small in comparison to that for the pressure. Under boundary condition

formulations 3 and 4, the potential is determined and the free-surface approximation up-

dated (in a manner that reduces the pressure to near zero) before testing for convergence'

Consequently, the surface on which the errors are determined is one for which the pressure

is small.

Figure 4.3 shows the effect on the error of shifting the singularities for schemes 4.3.1,

4.J.2 and,4.3.3. Formulation 4.3.1 should be quadratic in convergence since the singular-

ities are not moved, and this is supported by its curve. Schemes 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 show a

rate of decay that although initially quadratic, settles down to be linear in nature. This is

due to the shifting of the singularities, which destroys the quadratic behaviour. In these

cases, an additional two iterations are required to achieve the converged solution' Similar

behaviour is seen for boundary condition formulation 3, for which the performance is

quadratic if the singularities remain stationary. Again, an additional two iterations are

required if the singularities are shifted. For boundary condition 1, which has a linear rate

of convergence, the error is increased only slightly for singularity location schemes 2 and 3,

and no increase in the number of iterations is required to achieve a converged result.
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Iterative scheme Short domain Standard domain Extended domain

11

L2

72

7

I
I
6

8

8

28

1.1.1

7.1.2

1.1.3

3.1.1

3.L.2

3.1.3

4.3.t

4.3.2

4.3.3

5.3.2

10

10

10

5

6

6

5

5

6

T4

11

11

11

5

I

-I

5

7

7

2L

Table 1.3: The number of iterations required to achi,eue con-

uergence usi,ng the shortened, standard and' ertended, domai,ns

for each of the iteratiue schemes.

4,3,3.2 DnppNopNCE UPON Fnpp-SunFACE AND POTENTIAL RPPRPSNXTATIONS

Several other test cases were also considered. The standard test used the parameters as

described in the previous section. In addition to this set of parameters, two tests were run

with the domain length doubled and halved. Similarl¡ tests were run with the resolution

doubled and halved. Also, singularity offset heights of 0.3 and 0.9 were considered in

addition to the standard 0.6.

The most obvious result of these tests is that the domain length dominates the number

of iterations required. The shorter the domain, the fewer iterations required. This is

largely due to the nonlinear effect of shortening wavelength as amplitude is increased. As

the iterative scheme successively approximates the free surface, the amplitude is modified,

and hence also the wavelength. This leads to large changes in free-surface elevation several

wavelengths downstream, which consequently require more iterations. Table 4.3 shows the

number of iterations required to achieve convergence under each of the iterative schemes

using the shortened, standard and extended domains'

Another interesting observation is that converged solutions cannot be obtained using

the higher resolution free-surface representation if the singularities are shifted. (The
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only exception to this is scheme 4.3.3, where a converged result is obtained, but the

convergence rate is considerably diminished.) Conversely, if the singularities are held

fixed, then convergence is achieved. The conditioning of the system is poorer using the

higher resolution, and it is possible that the effect of shifting the singularities is too

disruptive and causes the iterative scheme to fail.

For singularity location scheme 2, using the higher offset height of 0.9 results in either

considerably degraded performance or else a lack of convergence. Again, this is most

probably related to the conditioning of the system. This difference is not observed for

singularity location scheme 3. This apparent enigma is likely to be related to the con-

flicting roles of shifting the singularities with regard to disrupting the iterative procedure,

but obtaining a better-conditioned system of equations, and will be dealt with in greater

detail in section 4.3.4

4.3.4 THp Aell,try To CAPTURE WAVES oF L¿'ncp SrpppNpss

One of the more interesting applications of a free-surface flow determining method is

to investigate flows which exhibit strongly nonlinear behaviour. Consequently, it is of

interest to investigate the ability of the method to converge to a solution as the moment

of the dipole in increased in magnitude.

This section is divided into two parts. In the first, the initial approximation for the free

surface is the plane z:0, and the initial approximation to the potential is the uniform

stream, ó : Un. In the second section, the solution from a similar problem is used as the

initial guess.

4.3.4.1 CoNvERGENCE FROM A UNIFORM-STREAM INIIIRI, APPROXII¡ATION

Using the base potential and planar surface as the initial approximations, a brief attempt

to determine a solution for a dipole of moment 0.4 was shown to be unsuccessful for each

of the iterative schemes. This suggested the possibility of using a bisection method to

determine the maximum strength for which a converged solution could be obtained' The

interval [0.2,0.4] is bisected 5 times, in a manner such that a converged solution can be

obtained at the lower value of the interval, but not for the higher value. Hence, the end

result is an interval of length 0.00625, which contains the maximum dipole moment for
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Figure l.l: The range of dipole moments P Íor which a con-

uerged, solution can be obtai,ned and the number of iterations

required to do so, for each of the candidate iteratiue schemes.

which a solution can be obtained by the given iterative scheme. This interval is expected

to be approximately 7-2% of the maximum dipole strength, since at a Froude number

of 1 and for small dipole strengths there is an approximate equivalence in magnitudes

between the dipole strength and the resulting dimensionless wave amplitude.

Figure 4.4 displays the results of this trial. A vertical line is given for each iterative

scheme, the height of which indicates the maximum dipole moment for which a converged

solution can be obtained. The points that are superimposed on these lines represent the

various other solutions obtained during the bisection process. The number displayed next

to each of these points indicates the number of iterations that are required to do so. In

the only case (iterative scheme 1.1.2) where the limitation on the number of iterations was

enforced, the number of iterations is designated as 30* to indicate this. Assessment of the

errors for this case indicates that convergence would have been achieved if the iterative

scheme were allowed to continue.

In general, those iterative schemes that use singularity location schemes 1 and 3 per-

form well in comparison to those that use singularity location scheme 2. Iterative schemes
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1.1.1, 3.1.1, 4.3.1 and 4.3.3 all achieve the solution for ¡r : 0.34375, with scheme 3.1.1

requiring the least iterations at only 9, and scheme 1.1.1 requiring the most at 19. This

figure reinforces the observation that shifting the singularities causes an increase in the

number of iterations required by those schemes that would otherwise display a quadratic

rate of decrease in error.

The reason for the poor performance of singularity location scheme 2 relative to that

of both 1 and 3 is at first unclear. It appears, however, that two conflicting forces are

at play. Firstly, there is a tendency to disrupt the iterative procedure when shifting the

singularities, and this accounts for the larger number of iterations required by schemes 2

and 3 to achieve convergence, as lvas shown previously in Figure 4.3. In some instances,

this disruption is so great that no converged solution can be obtained, as was noted

with the high singularity offset used in Section 4.3.3.2. Secondly, there is a tendency to

produce a better-conditioned system of equations, especially when the normally-linked

location scheme is used. This results in a more stable iterative procedure, as the effects

of modifying the free surface and singularity locations and strength are localised. These

two components, one detrimental and the other beneficial are both at play in singularity

location schemes 2 and,3. However, it appears that for the vertically-linked scheme, the

detrimental component outweighs the beneficial component, and hence the significantly

poorer range of dipole moments for which a solution can be obtained.

4.3.4.2 CouvpncpNcp FRoM A SIMILAR SoluttoN

An alternative method that can be employed when trying to achieve convergence for

waves that are steep, is to use a more reasonable starting approximation in an attempt

to decrease the liketihood of divergence. For this problem, one might choose to use the

solution from a flow that has a slightly smaller dipole moment.

For each iterative procedure, the maximum dipole moment for which a solution can

be obtained using the naïve initial approximations of the previous section is used as a

starting point for the searching algorithm. Using the converged solution from that case,

the flow about a dipole of increased moment is sought. The initial increase is 0.1. If a

converged solution is obtained, then the new solution is used as an initial approximation

for the next case, which again has a dipole of moment increased by 0.1. If, however, no

solution is obtained, then the increment for the dipole moment is halved, and the process
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Figure /¡.5: The range of di'pole nxonùents p for which a con-

uerged soluti,on can be obtai,ned, and the number of iterations

required to do so for each of the candi,date i,teratiue schenxes.

In this case, the conuerged soluti,on from the preuious smaller

dipole moment i,s used as the initial approri,mation.

is repeated. The process of searching for a solution is to be continued until the incremental

strength has been halved four times, from 0.1 to 0.00625, at which time the process is to

be halted. Figure 4.5 shows the results of using this algorithm.

For each iterative scheme, the smaller value of dipole moment is the maximum that

could be achieved in the previous section using the uniform stream as the initial ap-

proximation for the surface and potential. Again, the numbers beside the individual

points indicate the number of iterations required to achieve convergence, but this time

the converged results from the previous case are used as the initial approximation. So,

for example, to achieve the converged solution for ¡^l:0.39375 using scheme 4.3.7, it was

first necessary to get the solution at IL - 0.34375 which required 10 iterations, and then

to use that solution as an initial approximation and another 9 iterations.

Iterative schemes 1.1.1, 1.1.3, 3.1.1, 3.1.3, 4.3.1 and 4.3.3 all achieve solutions for

dipoles of moment 0.4, for which the free surface is strongly nonlinear, and the tallest crest
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has a height of 0.4. All six iterative schemes fail to achieve results àt l-L - 0.40625, and

yet the last four have converged quickly (requiring 5, 11, 5 and 11 iterations respectively)

to the solution at þL - 0.4. These observations cast doubt on the eri,stence of a solution

for a dipole of moment greater than 0.40625.

By comparison, schemes I.7.2, 3.1.2 and 4.3.2 arc poor, all failing to converge to a

solution for dipoles of moment greater ihan 0.3. The reasons for the poor performance of

singularity location scheme 2 were discussed in the previous section.

Scheme 5.3.2 also performs poorly due to the destabilising nature that is inherent in

its formulation.

As an aside, it is worthwhile to mention that a third test was completed, which used

the solution free surface and singularity strengths from a previous case as the initial

approximations, but not the singularity locations. Under this rather odd and inconsistent

scheme, results can be obtained for iterative schemes 3.1.2 and 4.3.2 for dipoles of moment

up to l-t:0.4, but again no higher. It is surprising that this is more stable for singularity

location scheme 2 than is the above, but it is an interesting observation which may prove

to be useful.

Another possible variation that may be useful is to reduce the change made in the first

few iterations under the quadratically converging schemes. Divergence usually occurs in

these first iterations, before the approximation is close enough to start on its quadratic

reduction in error. The likelihood of divergence can be reduced if the amount by which

the free surface, singularities and their strengths are modified, is reduced. Although not

investigated here, the author has found this to be an important tool in the quest for

strongly nonlinear \Maves.

Figure 4.6 displays the free-surface for the horizontal dipole of moment 0.4 as deter-

mined by iterative scheme 3.1.1. Note the strongly nonlinear characteristics which include

the sharpened crests, flattened troughs and decreased wavelength. The free surface dis-

plays a wavelength of 5.596, which is only 89% of the linear theory wavelength of 2zr. The

maximum height is 0.401 (80% of stagnation height) and the minimum is -0.267, which

yield a steepness of 0.119. For comparison, the theoretical maximum wave steepness for a

Stokes wave is approximately 0.14 (Wehausen and LaitonelaZl. The points of inflection

on either side of the crests are approximately a distance of L047 apart, which is a third

of that expected for a small amplitude wave. At these points the surface has a slope of
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Figure 1.6: Free surface as produced by i,teratiue scheme 3.1.1

for a dipole of moment 0.1.

30

22.6", which is75% of the maximum (30") which can be expected for a wave that reaches

stagnation height.

4.4 Coxcr,usroN

The four components of an iterative scheme are the boundary condition that is to be

enforced on the approximate free surface, the surface update procedure used to determine

the next approximation, the singularity location scheme used to shift the singularities

between iterations, and the criteria by which convergence is assessed. In this section,

five boundary condition formulations, three surface update procedures and three singu-

larity location schemes have been combined in a total of 16 iterative schemes, and their

properties relating to speed and reliability of convergence have been tested.

The surface update procedure 2, which is based upon the material derivative of pres-

sure, is found to be unstable, and as such cannot be used. A direct consequence of this

is that the boundary condition formulation 2, based upon the pressure, also cannot be

used, since any iterative scheme that uses this formulation also requires surface update

procedure 2.

Boundary condition 5, which is based upon the simultaneous satisfaction of both free-
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surface boundary conditions, and incorporates terms associated with the effects of shifting

singularities under singularity location scheme 2, is found to be weakly unstable, having

a poor rate of convergence and a limited range of values of wave steepness for which a

solution can be obtained.

Boundary condition formulations 1, 3 and 4 (based respectively upon the material

derivative of pressure, a combination of the two free-surface conditions, and the two free-

surface conditions simultaneously) are found to be reliable in application, each having a

similar range of wave steepness values for which a solution can be obtained. Formulation

t has a linear rate of exponential decay in error, whereas both 3 and 4 display a supe-

rior quadratic rate. However, boundary condition formulation 4 requires the solution of

a larger system of equations, and as such is computationally expensive by comparison.

Consequently, boundary condition formulation 3 is the formulation of choice. Its imple-

mentation in an iterative scheme requires the use of surface update procedure 1, which is

based upon pressure.

Singularity location scheme 1 (which doesn't actually shift the singularities) is stable

and efficient, yielding converged solutions for a large range of wave steepness in the min-

imum number of iterations, but as was shown in Chapter 2, may suffer from inaccuracy

in the final potential representation. Singularity location scheme 2 (which shifts the sin-

gularities in a vertically-linked manner) is disruptive to the iterative procedure, resulting

in a greater number of iterations required, and a smaller range of values of steepness for

which convergence can be achieved. By comparison, singularity location scheme 3 (which

shifts the singularities in a normally-linked manner) performs well, due to the improve-

ment in condition of the system of equations that results. This scheme is likely to produce

solutions with the most accurate potential.

The overall conclusion is that iterative scheme 3.1.1 is preferred, due to the speed at

which it is able to converge to results over a large range of wave steepness values. For

very large amplitude ïvaves, for which the resulting potential may be inaccurate, iterative

scheme 3.1.3 may be best.
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SugMERGED CtncuLAR CyIINDERS

The circular cylinder with and without circulation is discussed for ranges of radii

and depths of submergence. For cases without circulation, emphasis is placed on

flows with large amplitude waves. For cases with circulation, those flows for which

the amplitude of downstream waves is reduced are investigated'

Two identical circular cylinders are then submerged to the same depth and in tan-

dem. There are combinations of separation distances between the cylinders and

depths of submergence such that one or both of the cylinders is free of horizontal

force. The parameter range for this phenomenon is explored.

5.1 Tup SusN{pRGED CInculAR CYLINDER

The submerged circular cylinder in a steady stream of infinite depth without circulation is

a very old problem. Early solutions were for deeply submerged bodies, or more specifically,

for small ratios of cylinder radius to submergence depth. In the limiting case, the flow

near the cylinder is unaffected by the free surface, and hence can be represented by a

Rankine dipole of known strength, placed at the centre of the circle, in a uniform stream

of fluid which is of apparently unlimited extent in all directions. On the other hand, in

the neighbourhood of the free surface, the leading-order flow is that for the same dipole,

The content of this chapter has been discussed previously by the author and his supervisor in two

published papers, the first being Scullen and T\rck [36], and the second being T\rck and Scullen [38].
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but now it is submerged beneath a Kelvin free surface linearised for small departures

from the undisturbed plane surface, for which the solution is well-known (Wehausen and

Laitone [42]).

Havelock [14] attempted to find second-order corrections to this linearised result by

modifying the dipole singularity structure in order to more accurately satisfy the boundary

condition on the cylinder. However, this does not provide a consistent second-order theory,

since it is also necessary to simultaneously correct for nonlinear free-surface effects. This

was done by Tuck [37].

The solution method as developed in Part 1 is applied to the circular cylinder. For suf-

ficiently small radius-to-depth ratios, the linearised theory is confirmed, as is the second-

order theory of Tirck [37]. In fact, the latter theory seems to be quite accurate up to close

to the limiting configurations beyond which no solutions can be found.

At any fixed radius-to-depth ratio, the wave amplitude (and hence wave resistance)

possesses a maximum as a function of Froude number based on submergence. When that

maximum is sufficiently low, linearisation is justified, and converged results in agreement

with the consistent second-order theory are obtained for all Froude numbers. However,

as the radius-to-depth ratio is increased, that maximum wave amplitude increases until

nonlinear effects are very strong, and eventually the largest crest (nearest to the cylinder)

in the generated wave is nearing stagnation height. This happens at about a radius-to-

depth ratio of 0.2, when there is a small range of Froude numbers around 0.7 where the

iterative scheme fails to converge, and where it is believed there may not be a steady

potential solution. For larger radius-to-depth ratios, the range of Froude numbers for

which solutions cannot be obtained widens.

5.1.1 Wnvp RpstsrRNCE AND THE LINEAR THEoRIES

As an initial exercise, verification of consistency of the method with existing approximate

theories is sought. Tuck [37] investigated the wave resistance of a submerged circular

cylinder by a consistent second-order expansion in the small parameter af f , whete a is

the radius of the cylinder and / is the depth of its centre beneath the undisturbed free

surface, and compared the results to the first-order theory. For comparison with these

approximations, results are produced for a variety of alf ratios and Froude numbers F
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based on submergence dePth /.
The representations of the free surface and body are as follows. The computational

domain is the r-interval [-30,30], with 301 sources distributed along the plane z : 0.8

at equal intervals of 0.2. The 299 free-surface collocation points are located directly

beneath each of the source points (with the exception of the two most outlying sources)

and initially along the ø-axis. The cylindrical body is centred about the point (0' -/)
and is represented by 128 collocation points, on equally distributed rays. Sources are also

located within the cylinder on each of these rays, at a radius of 0.85 ø. The free stream

velocity U and, gravity g are kept constant at 1, with the Froude number ,F being varied

by its dependence on /. In effect then, there are approximately 30 collocation points per

wavelength. The results of Chapters 2 and 3 indicate that these choices are acceptable,

and the limiting factor for accuracy is the length of the domain being represented.

The location of nodes and singularities in representing the body was investigated in a

manner similar to that in which the wave-like body of Chapter 2 was investigated, using

the residual velocities along the known body as a measure of the âccuracy that can be

obtained. It was found that the maximum error in the Neumann boundary condition on

the body using the representation described above was significantly less than that which

can be expected for the free surface.

Figure 5.1 shows the results of these computations in graphical form. The vertical

axis is given in terms of the dimensionless quantity

R.: --- 
P,-^. 

(b.1)
rpsa2 @lÐ" '

where -R represents the wave resistance. With the wave resistance expressed in this form,

the first-order linear theory consists of a single curve versus Froude number. Specifically,

it is the graph of

R: 4trF-4"-2F-2 (5.2)

and is independent of the radius-to-depth ratio, but is valid only when that ratio is small.

The consistent second-order approximation requires a different curve for each radius-to-

depth ratio, the difference between each such curve and the first-order linear theory being

proportional to the square of alf at fixed ,F.

As can be seen from the figure, the results are in close agreement with the linear theory

for sufficiently small radius-to-depth ratio. In fact the results are graphically indistinguish-
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Figure 5.1: Scaled waue res'istance for submerged circular

cgli,nders. The soli,d lines are the results for alf : 0.1 and

alf : 0.2. The dotted cu,rue i,s the first-ord,er linear theory (in-

d,ependent oÍ aff), and the dashed curue i's the second-order

linear theory for alf : 0,2.

able from the second-order theory for alf : 0.1, and the departure from the first-order

theory still shows good correlation with the second-order theory for larger cylinders over

the range of Froude numbers investigated. However, for sufficiently large disturbances,

including alf :0.2, the procedure fails to converge for some Froude numbers near 0'7,

and a break in the curve for alf :0.2 has been made to indicate this. Even for af f :0.2

though, there is still reasonable agreement with the second-order theory for those FYoude

numbers at which results can be produced, with the strongest disagreement being for the

smaller Froude numbers near 0.5.

The Froude number F :0.7 is significant since, in the first-order linear theory, it is at

the value F : llJ2 x 0.7 that the wave resistance is a maximum (for fixed U,, g andalf).

Consequently, this is the Froude number that gives the steepest waves, and therefore the

region in which wave breaking occurs first. (This maximum in the actual resistance is

obscured by the use of o'(off)" rather than (alf)a in the denominator of equation (5.1),

the effect of which is to shift the maximum in the scaled resistance to the Froude number

1.0, as is observed in the figure')

linear theory
a/f = 0.10

alÍ = 0.20
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Figure 5.2: Scaled, hei'ght of the highest point on the free sur'

face. 0.5 represents a possibly unobtainable upper-bound,.

5.1.2 SoluuoNs wITH Lnncp An¿plItuDE WAVES

For large enough disturbances, one can expect that the physical solution to the problem

will produce a breaking wave. One can justifiably question if such cases can be modelled

by a potential flow method, or indeed any steady method. As the non-linearity of the

disturbance increases, it is more difficult to obtain a solution, and whether this is due to

the non-existence of a steady potential solution or else due to some other complication

such as a numerical artefact is not always clear.

Figure 5.2 is a plot of the highest point of the free surface, which is usually the height

of the first crest, for various values of alf and FYoude number. AII of the results have

been scaled with respect to the length U'lg, so that the highest possible free-surface

point, which has the stagnation height U" lQg), scales to 0.5. It is important to note that

there may not exist a steady potential solution for which the crest actually reaches the

stagnation height. Therefore, 0.5 is an upperbound for the quantity plotted in the figure.

For small cylinders, wifh alf : 0.10, 0.15 and 0.19, there are always steady-state so-

Iutions, throughout the entire range of Froude numbers. However, for the larger cylinders

with alf - 0.20, 0.22 and 0.25, it is clear that the wave height is increasing rapidly near

some particular Froude numbers, and there is a range of Froude numbers about 0.7 for

which the method does not produce any solution. In particular, the fact that the curves

0.4

all = 0.20
aJÍ = 0.22

alÍ = O.25

a/f = 0.19

a/f = 0.15

a/f = 0.10
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are approaching the upperbound height of 0.5 at the edges of this range, suggests that

steady potential solutions may not exist. On this basis it is estimated that for af f :0.22,

solutions may not exist for Froude numbers between 0.50 and 0.85. For the even larger

cylinder wifh alf - 0.25, the range of Froude numbers could possibly be as wide as from

0.45 to 0.95.

Another point to note is that it is difficult to compute waves with a maximum scaled

height greater than about 0.430, which corresponds to a (far-downstream) wave steepness

of approximately 0.114. In fact, to produce results with a maximum scaled height larger

than approximately 0.375 requires care and considerable computational effort, whereas

for smaller \ryaves the results can be produced to within relative tolerances of 10-8 in just

6 or 7 iterations.

As mentioned previously, one of the main causes of divergence in the iterative proce-

dure is due to the non-linear effect of wavelength reduction, as the early approximations

in the iteration scheme have crests where the final converged solution has troughs. The

required correction is then larger, and this can lead to divergence. It should be noted

that this change in wavelength is a "sub-harmonic perturbation" (Longuet-Higgins [26])

whose effect on pure Stokes \ryaves is (weakly) unstable even for small rilaves' but strongly

unstable for waves of steepness greater than about 0.13. As a consequence' one should

not expect to be able to compute very steep waves by the present method without fixing

the wavelength, as was done for the Stokes-lvave computations of Scullen and Tirck [36]'

Relaxing the amount by which the potential is perturbed at each iteration can often

delay this instability sufficiently for the iterations to settle down with the correct wave-

Iength, although the quadratic rate of convergence of the process is then destroyed. Also,

all of the results given here take the undisturbed plane free surface and uniform-stream

potential as their initial approximations. For significantly non-linear cases, using a closer

approximation to the final free surface and potential (as in Section 4.3.4'2) could reduce

the number of iterations required, and increase the likelihood of obtaining a converged

solution for some of the more nonlinear cases.

For very steep waves, the resolution near the peaks is poor. This could be improved

by decreasing the distance between neighbouring points, and may require the shifting of

sources away from the plane above the wave to a shape that more closely follows the

wave. The preference would be to use a normally-linked singularity location scheme, as
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Figure 5.3: Eramples of ul,ues produced by the cyli,nder for

whi,ch alÍ : 0.2 at Froud"e numbers 0.4, 0.8 and 1.2.

discussed previously in Section 4.2.3.

Figure 5.3 shows examples of the free-surface shape computed at alf : 0'2, for low

(0.4), medium (0.S), and high (1.2) values of the Froude number. Note that the steepest

waves are at the medium Froude number (which is closest to llfi), and that these are sig-

nificantly non-sinusoidal. Note also how the predominant local free-surface displacement

ahead of the cylinder is a (strong) depression at low FYoude numbers but this changes to

a (weak) elevation at high Froude numbers.

As a final point, Figure 5.1 suggests that wave resistance may not be greatly affected

for cases in which a converged solution cannot be obtained. The wave resistance may not

vary dramatically from that which could be expected from interpolation of these curves'

at least for those cases in which solutions have been determined except in a narrow band

of Froude numbers.

5.2 CrnculAR CYLINDERs wITH CtnculATIoN

Circulation is particularly interesting in this problem since (T\rck and T[lin [39]) it is

apparently capable of cancelling the trailing wave pattern. In fact, in the first-order

linearised theory (Wehausen and Laitone lazl, the trailing \ryave amplitude is a linear

@ß

5
x
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1.2 ---
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function of the circulation, vanishing at an anticlockwise value of circulation that generates

a negative lift of exactly twice the buoyancy of the circular cylinder. The motivation of

the present study is to examine the extent to which nonlinear effects alter this conclusion'

5.2.I Tsp Ltxpen TsPonY

As mentioned above, T\rck and T\rlin [39] observed that the linear theory suggested that

there exists a circulation about the submerged cylinder for which \Mâ,ves are not produced

downstream, and hence the body feels zero wave resistance. They found that linear waves

are totally eliminated for a particular circulation 2zrrc¡ such that

no:a2glU. (5.3)

They also noted that for this circulation a force acting downwards of magnitude equal

to twice the buoyancy is produced. Therefore, no unsupported body can produce such a

circulation.

The linear theory also indicates that as circulation, K, is increased from zero to the

critical value Ks, the amplitude of the waves produced by the disturbance decreases linearly

and becomes zero. If the circulation is increased further still, waves reappear and grow

in amplitude but they have the opposite phase to those for which K 1 Ks. Crests now

appear where there used to be troughs, and vice-versa. All of this occurs without any

change in wavelength according to the linear theory, and the only change in phase is a

change of ø. as the circulation passes through the critical value.

Results for a variety of combinations of submergence depths and circulations have

been produced using the current method. For cylinders of sufficiently small radius-to-

depth ratio, the results are in agreement with the linear theory, and the phenomena

mentioned above are observed. Figure 5.4 shows the results for the very small cylinder

alf : 0.02. A local hump is produced on the free surface above the cylinder, which

grows in amplitude as the circulation is increased. Although this hump can be large in

magnitude compared to the amplitude of the downstream \ryaves, it is of a symmetric

form, with the waves superimposed upon it. As a result, the submerged cylinder feels no

drag due to this hump, the only source of drag being due to the energy imparted to the

downstream waves. The local hump does however introduce a down-force proportional to

the circulation.
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Figure 5,1: Atmost linear uanes produced by cyli,nders with

olf : 0.02 for di,ffering circulations at Froude number 0'4/+72'

5.2.2 Wnvns PnooucED BY L¡,ncp Cvln'¡opns

Some interesting results are found for cases in which nonlinear effects become apparent'

In some cases, notably for relatively high Froude numbers, the wave amplitude (and hence

wave resistance) is dramatically reduced over a range of circulations from considerably

less than 2TKs to considerably more. In other cases (for lower F values), \ryaves cannot

be made to reappear at all when rc is increased above rc¡. Figure 5.5 gives such results

for alf : 0.1333 and F : 0.3651. If the circulation is increased still further, the local

hump grows in amplitude until it is so large that converged solutions cannot be produced,

even though the far-downstream rffaves are quite small. This typically happens when the

height of the local hump is 80-90% of the stagnation height. Again, it is unclear that a

solution actually exists in the cases where one cannot be obtained by the present method.

5.2.3 Wnvp RpsIst¡.NCE AND Llpr Foncps

Of special interest are the results for rc : nol2, as in this case the first-order linear

theory implies that the net lift on a massless body is close to zero. The down-force due

to the circulation exactly cancels the buoyancy in that theory, and the only remaining

effect is due to the free surface. The theory also suggests that the wave resistance at

-20 0
x

rc=0
r, = 0.5rc0
rc = 1.0r0
rc = 1.5rc0
n = Z.Qno
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Figure 5.5: Waues produced by cyli'nders wi,th eff : 0'1333

at F : 0.3651 for di'fferi'ng ci'rculations'

this circulation is one quarter of the wave resistance for the case without circulation.

Thus it is possible to have an unsupported cylinder which experiences a much lower wave

resistance than it would without circulation. The nonlinear computations show that for

larger cylinders, and for Froude numbers near 0.5, the reduction in wave resistance can

be substantially greater. Figure 5.6 shows the wave resistance for varying Froude number

at a circulation of. rns for the same af f values as in Figure 5.1 for which the circulation is

zero. It also has an additional curve corresponding to the even larger cylinder alf :0.25,

for which converged solutions with circulation can be obtained throughout the range of

Froude numbers, whereas with zero circulation, converged solutions do not always exist.

The solid curves are the nonlinear results at alf : 0'1, 0'2, and 0'25' The dotted curve

is the first-order linear theory. Note that large cylinders at low Froude numbers have

substantially lower wave resistance than is predicted by the linear theory.

The wave resistance at the critical choice K -- Ko can be computed, but its magnitude

is so small that the results are not significant. If the circulation is increased even further

to n:3nsf 2, the linear theory predicts a wave resistance identical to that f.or rc: nol2.

Figure 5.7 shows this result in comparison to the nonlinear computations for various øff

values. The nonlinear results seem to imply a much lower wave resistance than that for

n: no/2, especially at low FYoude numbers.

rc=0
rc = 0.5rc0
rc = 1.0rc0
rc = 1.5rc0
n = 2.Ono
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Figure 5.8: Di,mensi,onless lift for submerged ci,rcular cyli,nders

with alf : 0.1, 0.2,and 0.25, both without circulati'on and with

circulation giuen by x, - *ol 2'

with the lift expressed in terms of the dimensionless quantity

L
L

T pg0,2
(5.4)

where the denominator is the buoyancy of the cylinder, linear theory predicts

Í : -a2fo.rn-t + h-2 + zh-r - 2e-2hsft.Ei-(2h)] - 2nf ns . (5.5)

The terms not involving rc are as in T\rck [37], but in general lf n t' 0 these terms are

dominated by the last term involving the circulation. Hence, Z is close to zero in the

absence of circulation, and close to -1 for n: nol2'

Figure 5.8 displays the lift computed for the cases af f : 0.1, 0.2, and 0.25, for both of

these values of circulation. Again, the results are consistent with the linear theory for the

sufficiently small cylinder eff :0.1 and show the expected small variation for the more

nonlinear cases.

5.2.4 SunruRnv oF OBSERVATIoNS

When anticlockwise circulation is included, the downstream \Maves may be reduced in

amplitude, although the local disturbance is increased. The local free surface takes the

!'l=8LB
all = 0.25

a/f = 0.10
all = 0.20
alt =0.25
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shape of a large and wide hump with the downstream \l/aves superimposed on it' This

hump does not in itself affect the wave resistance, but it does produce a down-force on the

submerged body. The wave resistance will, however, be reduced if the circulation results

in downstream waves of smaller amplitude. In some circumstances, this reduction can be

substantial, and some interesting results are found.

There are (as linear theory predicts) values of circulation for which \¡¡aves are elim-

inated and the wave resistance is zero. However, linear theory suggests that for any

particular combination of radius, free-stream speed and gravitational acceleration, that

value of circulation is unique, and for other circulations the wave amplitude is directly

proportional to the difference in circulation from this unique value. Non-linear effects

modify this conclusion to the extent that there may exist a range of circulations for

which the resulting'waves have an amplitude that is diminished significantly beyond that

which would have been expected. This range may incorporate circulations for which an

unsupported body need not be thrust downwards'

5.3 TnNtpnn Sug\IERGED CYIINoERS

If two bodies are placed in a stream U in tandem, there are grounds for anticipating a

repulsive force of interaction between them. For example, if a single body is placed in

a stream, it would have stagnation zones ahead of and behind it, and hence a pressure

gradient in the stream-wise direction. If one then places another body in either zone' one

would expect this pressure gradient to push the two bodies apart. It is this force that

helps dolphins to coast in the bow wave of fast-moving ships. This property has nothing

to do with wave generation, gravity, or the presence of a free surface (Newman [28])'

However, \Mave generation makes it possible for there to be a force of attraction between

two bodies in tandem near a free surface, since the trailing body may utilise some of the

energy inherent in the waves produced by the leading body. This is essentially a gravity-

wave phenomenon.

For submerged bodies, each of these two distinct and opposite phenomena plays a rôle,

and it is possible for each body to experience either a thrust or a drag. For the leading

body, the brief discussion above shows that when deeply submerged (and therefore creat-

ing waves of low energy), the body experiences a thrust, whereas if shallowly submerged,
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the wave resistance may in fact create a net drag. For the trailing body there is a drag

when deeply submerged, but when shallowly submerged the horizontal force depends upon

the amplitudes of the waves created by each body, and the phase relationship between

them. The only restriction is that the combination must have a non-negative drag, since

otherwise an input of energy from some source other than the stream is required. One

consequence of this is that both bodies cannot simultaneously experience a thrust in the

upstream direction.

It is therefore possible for either body to experience zero horizontal force. To achieve

this for the leading body, it is only necessary to adjust the depth of submergence so that

the wave drag, which is very strongly dependent on depth, is equal and opposite to the

Iocal thrust, which is essentially the same for all depths. This is, in principle, possible for

any reasonably shaped pair of bodies at any (not too small) separation distance, though

most easily realisable for similar or identical bodies. It holds both in two and three

dimensions; for example, Xu [aa] has shown that the leader of two tandem spheres can

have zero (or negative) drag in some circumstances.

In two-dimensional flow, if one combines two linear wave-makers with closely similar

properties, it is possible to use destructive interference between phase-shifted separate

wave patterns to cancel totally the combined far-downstream \4/aves. For example, this

can be done by a combination of thickness and lifting effects for submerged airfoil-like

bodies (Tirck and T\rlin [eO]), ana as in the previous section, for a single circular cylin-

der with appropriately chosen circulation. Even more familiar examples occur for single

bodies or pressure distributions of finite extent (Lamb [25, page 404], Thck and Vanden-

Broeck [40]), or finite-length bumps on the bottom of water of finite depth (Forbes [10])'

where cancellation occurs essentially via destructive interference between out-of-phase

bow and stern-generated waves.

For cases of two separate identical bodies submerged to the same depth in tandem,

such cancellation can occur for appropriate separation distances. In such cases' there

will be zero net drag on the combination. This is known to be an exact result in the

linear theory. According to linear water-wave theory with small-amplitude sinusoidal

waves of wavelength 2TU2lg (Newman 129, page 270]), exact wave cancellation occurs

when the separation (. between identical wave-making bodies is an odd multiple of a half-

wavelength, namely ¿:(2n+t)TU2lg,fotn:0, 1,2,.'.. Thelineartheoryisvalidfor
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bodies that are sufficiently small or sufficiently deeply submerged. Otherwise the waves

made are nonlinear and non-sinusoidal, and there is no guarantee that exact and complete

cancellation can be expected, nor any prior information about the discrete separations

at which such cancellations might occur. Schwartz [33] and Forbes [10] did however give

strong numerical evidence for the exact cancellation of nonlinear \ryaves made by pressure

distributions and bottom bumps respectively, and it is possible that a similar situation

may occur for tandem submerged cylinders.

It is possible, by simultaneous adjustment of both distances, to achieve a situation

where each body is subject to zero horizontal force. From the linear theory, one can

expect a discrete set of such configurations, parameterised by an integer n as above.

Given the shape and size of the identical bodies, for each n:0,1,2, .. . there will be a

unique depth / and a unique separation (. for zero horizontal force. Hence the depth-to-

separation ralio f f [. of the configuration is uniquely determined for each n. The n : 0

configuration has the smallest separation (being a half-wavelength), and hence the largest

local repulsive force. Therefore it needs the largest wave for cancellation purposes, and

so has the least depth of submergence'

As a specific example, the following specialises to a pair of identical submerged circular

cylinders of radius ø, with their centres at the same depth /, and separated horizontally

by a distance L.

5.3.1- Tsp LINp¡.n Tnpony FoR TANDEM CInculln CyIINDERS

The linear theory for the drag on the leading of two identical circular cylinders in tandem

beneath a free surface was given by Tuck and Scullen [38] as

co:re-2kr -Øl)-t +s(e-'Ei-(u) - u-r -u-2 -r-') , (5.6)

where u :2kf - ik(., and Co is the drag coefficient

D
(5.7)Co

4tr pgaak2

In order to evaluate this force, it is in general necessary to compute values of the

exponential integral Ei-(u) with complex argument t.t, which can be done reasonably

efficiently for moderate values of u by summing its Taylor series (Jahnke and Emde [22,

page 2]). However, for the relatively-large values of kf and k(. of prime interest here, a
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large-,r.r asymptotic expansion is often sufficient, in which only the two leading terms of

equation (5.6) need be retained, namely

Co: re-2kt - (k[)-t . (5.8)

The physical interpretation of this formula is as follows. The first term is just the wave

resistance of the leading circle in the absence of the trailing circle, and thus is independent

of the separation (.. The second term is the main local thrust from the interaction between

the two circles. Note that this term is independent of depth of submergence, and indeed

can be found by ignoring the free surface, and just combining a stream with two simple

dipoles in an infinite fluid. This simple approximate formula thus captures the drag and

thrust force components due to far-field waves and local pressures respectively. The only

change if one reverts to the full linear formula is to give a slightly more accurate estimate

of the local thrust term.

The large-u expansion for the drag on the trailing body is also given as

Co : re-2kÍ (L * 2 cos k¿) + (kt)-t . (5.9)

For large I this oscillates between a drag of three times that for a single circle and a thrust

equal but opposite in direction to it. The first case corresponds to maximum constructive

interference, where the downstream wave amplitude is doubled, and hence the total wave

resistance is increased by a factor of four. The latter case corresponds to that of complete

destructive interference, where no downstream wave is produced, and hence the total wave

resistance is zero.

The total drag on the combination is the sum of the above forces on the two circles,

namely (as an exact linear result, without any far-field approximation)

Co :2ne-'kÍ (l * cos k/) (5.10)

which vanishes when I is an odd multiple of rU2 fg, as expected'

According to the approximate formula (5.S), the force on the leading cylinder vanishes

when

kf :LtLog (r &t)') (5.11)

and a corresponding graph of / versus I is shown as the dotted curve labelled "o, : 0

(approx.)" in Figure 5.9. On the other hand, setting Co :0 in the full linear formula
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Fi,gure 5.9: Relationship between depth f and separation L

yielding zero hori,zontal force on the leadi,ng cylinder, for uar-

i,ous d,imensi,onless radü k'a. The dotted curae is a far-fi'eld

approrimation (5.11) to the li,near (a : 0) theory, for whi'ch

the eract results are shown as the dashed curue.

(5.6), and for each value of I using Newton's method to find the corresponding value of /,
gives the dashed curve labelled "o,:0 (exact)", the difference from the dotted curve being

only a few percent in the range shown. In particular, for the lowest-order wave-cancelling

separation l. : ru2lg, the approximate formula gives k/ - log 12 : 2'289 whereas the

full linear result has k/ : 2.385, the latter corresponding to a configuration aspect ratio

of f lL : 0.7592. The second wave-cancellation mode (. : 3rU2 lg is such that the far-field

approximation k/ : 3.937 is even closer to the full linear result kf :3.974 (which yields

f lt:0.4216), and as one moves to higher modes, the separations and depths increase

further.

5.3.2 Exacr CouPur.ttIoNS

The present extension to two submerged tandem cylinders presents no additional diffi-

culties. For a given choice of dimensionless cylinder radius ka and separation kl, results

are first obtained for the drag on the first cylinder as a function of depth /. When the
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method is applied for cylinders of small radius, the results are close to those given by

the linear theory. The secant method is then used to search for the depths / at which

the computed force on the leading body vanishes. The results for / as a function of (.

are in approximately 4-figure agreement with the linear theory aT lca:0.01, and still in

better than 2-figure agreement at ka : 0.!. Thus for all lca ( 0.1, the (dashed) curve

labelled "a : 0 (exact)" was reproduced to within plotting accuracy by the nonlinear

computations.

At higher values of. ka, some differences appeâr. Large cylinders make large waves,

and the rate of increase in wave-making (at fixed depth) is greater than the rate at which

the thrust due to the local pressure increases with the size of the cylinders. Hence larger

cylinders need to be submerged deeper in order to cancel the force on the leading cylinder.

Figure 5.9 shows the required depths fot lea:0.5, 1 and 2'

Note that the nonlineâr computations are incomplete. For example, gaps in the curve

for lca: 1 are indications that no converged solution could be obtained because of the

large amplitude of the \¡¡aves produced. These waves may indeed have become so steep

that there may not even exist solutions in some parameter ranges, the waves having broken

at their crests in practice. For the most nonlinear case examined, namely ka : 2, the

parameter range where solutions are found is so narrow that on the scale of Figure 5.9,

it appears as just a very short line segment near lc(. : 6, but never-the-less contains

interesting results.

There is no guarantee that exact cancellation of the waves made by the combination

occurs, since there is no superposition principle for the nonlinear \ryaves that are produced.

The wave-cancelling separation values of I depend on / as well as ø, whereas in the

Iinear theory they are independent of both. Because the corresponding total drag is

non-negative, a parameter search for its near-zero minima is a difficult numerical task'

Instead, it is somewhat more convenient to proceed indirectly, as follows. Figure 5.10'

Iike Figure 5.9, contains curves of depth / versus separation I for various fixed values of

cylinder radius kø, but now these are depths at which the force on the trailing rather than

the leading cylinder vanishes. Configurations with zero force on either cylinder separately

are easier to obtain than those for zero total force, since they involve zero-crossings rather

than zero minima. Again the results for small radius ø agree with the linear theory. Again,

for large ø, the nonlinear curves are incomplete, but some low-wave results are obtained
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Figure 5.10: Lines of zero horizontal force on the traili'ng

cyli,nder, for uarious si,zed, cyli,nd,ers.

even for lca as large as 2.

For any given cylinder radius a, a configuration with zero force on both cylinders (and

hence necessarily with no waves) would be obtained wherever the curves of Figures 5.9

and 5.10 meet. In the linear theory these curves touch exactly at (. : nU' I g, 3rU2 f g, . . .,

as expected. The nonlinear results indicate that the curves still appear to touch each other,

but at larger values of l, which depend on the radius ø.

In particular, Figure 5.11 shows an expanded view of a combination of the curves of

Figures 5.9 and 5.10, in the neighbourhood of the principal mode n:0 where (.: ¡ru2lg

in linear theory. On the scale of this figure, touching of these two curves appears to occur

up to ka : l, and also at lca: 2, even though for that radius only a very narrow range

of separations from k(. : 6.000 to kt : 6.095 allows convergence, and the two "curves"

appear as indistinguishable short line segments. The depths and separations required for

zero force on both cylinders increase quite dramatically with nonlinearity, almost doubling

the linear values at lca: 2, but their ratio stays almost constant at about 0.75 for the

n:0 mode.

Figure 5.12 is a sample of free-surface shapes for cylinders with lea: L. The curves are

for a narrow range of values of (. as in Figure 5.11, centred about the principal zero-force

configuration. At each value of. (., the depth / has been chosen as in Figure 5.9 so that
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Fi,gure 5.11: Combinati,on of curues of Figures 5.9 and 5.10,

i,n the rl,nge of the pri'ncipal mode n : 0.

there is zero force on the leading cylinder. The least wave amplitude (and hence the least

force on the combination) appears to occur at k(.:4.369 with k/ :3.254. This minimum

force is zero to within the order of error of the computations.

In Figure 5.12, note the nonlinearity, with sharp crests and broad troughs, of the

steepest waves shown, at k[. : 4.1 and le(. : 4.7. The rapid growth of these \ryaves âs

/ departs from the near-zero wave state is a signal for eventual failure of the iterative

procedure, and the likely non-existence of non-breaking solutions.

It is also notable in Figure 5.12 that the waves for lcL : 4.27 and k(, : 4.46 ate

almost out of phase with each other, indicating that a zero-\Mave state is likely somewhere

between them. Indeed, it is possible to find such zero-wave solutions for every value of /

by suitable adjustment of /. One point of the present study is that within this family is a

unique member having an essentially zero value for the force on each cylinder separately.

îor lca: 1, that member has le[.: 4.369 and kf :3.254.

Similarly, for the even larger cylinders with kø : 2, the zero-force member has Ic(.:

6.06 and tcÍ : 4.5t. Figure 5.13 indicates the free surface near the cylinders for that

member. The flow appears to be fore-aft symmetric. Note the large trough between the

cylinders, which has a depth that is more than double the height at which stagnation of

the flow would occur. This tandem cylinder configuration is already quite a large local
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Fi,gure 5,12: Free-surface waaes produced by cylind'ers with

ka : 1, for le(. : 4.1, 4.27, 4.37, 4.46 and 1.7, all such that

there is zero force on the leadi,ng cylinder'
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Figure 5.13: Free surface near cglinders wi'th ka : 2, Ie[, :
6.06 and kf : 1.51.

free-surface disturber, but never-the-less one which leaves no trailing waves, and has zero

horizontal force on each cylinder'

5.3.3 Suunnenv oF OBSERVATIoNS

The linear theory applies when ¿ is sufficiently small relative to all other length scales,

and suggests that the zero-force configuration is independent of a. A simple far-field

expansion based on the theory appears to be of adequate accuracy. The linear conclusion

is that, with / : (2n + l)TtJ2lg as discussed above, the zero-force configurations have

f /l : 0.759, 0.422, 0.294,... for n : 0, L, 2, .. "
The linear results are confirmed by use of the present method. For small ø, say of the

0

kl = 4.1 kl = 4.7
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order of a tenth of U2 f g, the asymptotic small-¿ results are reproduced. By increasing ø,

the effect of nonlinearity is determined, and results are obtained in a range of values of a,

up to ZUrlg. The conclusion is that zero force on either cylinder demands larger depths

of submergence and separations when nonlinearity is important, than would be expected

from the linear theory.

For depths of submergence yielding non-breaking'waves, separations have been found

such that the configuration makes no waves far downstream, to within the attainable

accuracy. The corresponding flow is fore-aft symmetric, with a large trough between the

cylinders and small crests above them. If one compares configurations with separations

either just less than or just greater than a waveless value, there is a clear change of phase

in the wave produced. In general, for such waveless configurations, there is an equal

and opposite force on each of the cylinders separately. However, for each cylinder radius,

there is still a discrete set of configurations yielding (to the accuracy of the computations)

essentially zero force on both cylinders simultaneously, with the r¿ : 0 case having a depth

of about three-quarters of the separation.

For very large cylinders, if one further increases or decreases the separation from a

waveless value, the wave amplitude rises very steeply and the waves become noticeably

non-sinusoidal. For some sufficiently large cylinder radii, computation is feasible only in a

very nârrow range of separations close to the waveless value. Solutions with non-breaking

lvaves may in fact only exist in this narrow range for such large disturbances.

5.4 CoNcl,usloN

The flow about a single circular cylinder submerged beneath a free surface has been inves-

tigated. The representation of the body, free surface and potential proved to be sufficient

for the accurate determination of the solution. For small cylinders, consistency with the

linear theories was verified. For larger cylinders, nonlinear effects became apparent, al-

though there was still general agreement with the second order linear theory. There are

ranges of Froude number around 0.7 for which solutions cannot be obtained for some

Iarge-radius cylinders. Solutions with steep waves were pursued, and some with crest as

high as 86% of stagnation height were found.

Attention was then focussed on the submerged circular cylinder with circulation. Con-
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sistency with the linear theory, which predicts that wave resistance varies linearly with

circulation, was confi.rmed for cylinders of sufficiently small radius. For larger cylinders

however, the range of circulations was increased for which the wave resistance of the

cylinder is reduced, sometimes dramatically so.

Finally, the flow past two identical submerged circular cylinders in tandem \ /as con-

sidered. The combinations of depth of submergence and separation at which each cylinder

feels no horizontal force were determined. Particular attention was given to the discrete

combinations at which both cylinders feel no horizontal force simultaneously, and for

which there are no \'r'aves downstream. The nonlinear effect of nonzero cylinder size is to

increase both the depth of submergence and the separation of the two cylinders at which

this phenomenon occurs.
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TuB 1:5 PnolATE SPHBRoID

The wave-making properties of the 1:5 prolate spheroid are examined for qualitative

consistency with wake properties in general before being compared quantitatively

with the appropriate linear theory and other numerical computations. Finally' some

interesting nonlinear cases are presented.

6. 1 lxrnooucrloN

This chapter concentrates solely on a prolate spheroid moving in the direction of its

horizontal axis of revolution at a steady speed beneath a free surface. In particular,

the spheroid whose radius is one fifth of its length is considered. This case has been

investigated previously by others (Doctors and Beck [9], Cao [5], Bertram et al' [4]), and

so provides a useful benchmark for the comparison of numerical results. Also, the linear

theory proposed by Havelock [17] can be used as a guide to the accuracy of cases of small

disturbances.

The content of this chapter is an extension of the research reported previously by Scullen [35]. Some of

the results of that paper are reproduced here.

101
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6.2 RppnpSENTATION OF THE SpupnOID AND SunpaCp

Symmetry of the flow in the plane A : 0 is assumed, so only one half of the free surface

and body need be represented, with each singularity having an associated image in the

other half-space. The surface of one half of the 1:5 spheroid is represented by 15 vertical

semi-circles (in half-planes y < 0 with ø constant), spaced with a cosine weighting in

the ø-direction so that greater resolution is achieved near the ends. Each of these semi-

circles contains 17 nodes that are equally spaced..In addition, nodes are positioned at the

leading and trailing ends on the axis of revolution, so that the spheroid is represented by

257 nodes. Singularities are positioned at the points of intersection between the normals

to the body nodes and the internal spheroid whose length is 97.4% of the actual spheroids

length, and whose diameter at the equator is 15% of the actual spheroids diameter.

This representation was determined from an investigation in which the satisfaction of

the Neumann boundary condition was considered for a 1:5 spheroid in a fluid of infinite

extent with stream speed U. The boundary condition was enforced at the nodes of the

spheroid, and the resulting potential was then used to determine the normal velocities at

the nodes when the resolution was doubled, in a similar manner to that which was done

for the wave-like body of Chapter 2. Several schemes for the location of singularities were

considered, and. the intersection of surface normals with an internal spheroid was found

to be preferable. Figure 6.1 shows the maximum relative error in the normal velocity on a

spheroid of length 1 in a stream of speed 1. The internal lengths shown range from 0.95 to

0.g9 in intervals of 0.01, and the internal diameters range from 0.025 to 0.175 in intervals

of 0.025. One can see that the minimum error lies near length 0.97 and diameter 0.025.

For some cases of small length or diameter, the system of equations cannot be inverted

due to poor conditioning. Upon further investigation the optimum is found to be near an

internal length of 0 .97 4 with an internal diameter of 0.03, for which the error is less than

0.006 U. The spheroid representation that is used for free-surface flows is based upon this

optimum.

For the remaining discussion, the lengths given are for the case where lç : t, and hence

the fundamental wavelength is 2tr. For choices of U and g such that k + I, it is necessary

to scale all lengths appropriately. The discrete sources associated with the free surface

are distributed on a rectangular grid, with 91 rows equally spaced in the ø-direction along
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Figure 6.1: Marimunx relo,tiue errorin the Neumann boundary

conditi,on on the surface of a 1:5 spheroi'd of length 1 when the

si,ngulariti,es o,re di,stributed along normals and on an i,nternal

spheroid of uari,ous di'mensi,ons.

the interval [-10,20], and 25 columns equally spaced in the gt-direction along the interval

[-8,0], and at an offset height of 1.0. Free-surface nodes are located on the plane z:0

beneath each of these singularities, with the exception of the outmost row at both the

upstream and downstream ends of the domain. The free-surface boundary condition is

enforced at each of the surface nodes, and the radiation condition is enforced at each

node in rows 1 and 3, when counted from the upstream end. In total then, there ate 2225

free-surface nodes, 257 body nodes, and 2532 singularities.

Preliminary investigations were made in which the forces on a Rankine ovoid were

calculated and used as an indication ofconvergence to the correct solution. This suggested

that a domain of length less than 10 is unreliable, with reasonable consistency being

observed for domains of length greater than 15. Similarly, grids for which the spacing

exceeded 0.7 were inconsistent, with results becoming more reliable as the grid spacing

was decreased. Reasonable consistency is found over a range of offset heights. The choices

of the parameters for representing the free surface in the above are based in part upon

this investigation.

The domain length in the ø-direction has also been chosen so that there is a reason-

able region upstream of the disturber, and a suitable number of wavelengths (say 4) are

095
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captured in the downstream direction. In the g-direction, the domain width is such that

the waves are approaching the side of the domain towards the downstream end. The

resolution is restricted by practical limitations of current computing facilities. As noted

above, the total number of singularities is 2532, and so determination of the flow requires

the creation and solution of a system of simultaneous equations of that rank, once per

each iteration of the iterative procedure.

The memory requirements of a matrix of this size (on a machine which represents

double precision by the usual 64 bits) is approximately 50 megabytes. The nature of the

problem is such that an increase in the resolution (in both the r and y directions) by a

factor of r¿ results in an increase in memory requirements by a factor of na. Consequently,

doubling the resolution produces a matrix of size approximately 800 megabytes, and a

further doubling would require over 12 gigabytes. One can see that the storage require-

ments quickly become prohibitive. Additionally, the time required to set up and solve the

system grows rapidly (at best in proportion to n4, and. at worst in proportion to n6 de-

pending upon the inversion routine used), and the process becomes painfully slow. Also,

as noted in Section 4.3.3.2, the number of iterations required to reach convergence may

also increase as the resolution is enhanced, further increasing the computational burden'

Never-the-less, it is considered that these choices provide an accurate representation of

the free surface and spheroid, and this is supported by comparison with the linear theory

and numerical computations made by others, as will be shown in Section 6.5.

6.3 Qunl,ttnuvE OBsERVATIoNs oF THE WnNp

As a preliminary investigation, the method is tested for qualitative consistency with the

properties that are expected to be observed for waves produced by bodies in a three-

dimensional flow. Figure 6.2 shows the characteristics of a typical wave pattern. It is

produced by a 1:5 spheroid with diameter-to-depth ratio of 0.6, at a Froude number

based upon length of 0.8. In particular, one can see both the divergent and transverse

wave systems. The wake inhabits a wedge of angle approximately 39o, although exact

determination is prevented due to parallax.

The fact that the wake is contained within a wedge that has a half-angle of arcsin 1/3

is intriguing. It is true within the linear theory for all disturbances, irrespective of size,
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Figure 6.2: The usual characteristics of a walce include the

transuerse and diuergent waue systems contai,ned wi'thi'n a

wedge of angle approrimatelY 3f .

shape, speed or depth of submergence. It is a direct consequence of the facts that from the

frame of reference of the disturber, the wake appears to be steady state (which therefore

determines the velocity at which the waves are moving in any given direction), and that

from the frame of reference of the fluid, energy propagates at half the speed at which

the waves move. These two points prescribe the envelope within which the waves must

be contained. The result applies (reasonably well) to ducks paddling on Adelaide's River

Torrens, the hippopotamus swimming in its pool at the Singapore zoo' the twin screw

steamer TSS Earnslaw that carries tourists across Lake Wakatipu from Queenstown in

New Zealand, and super-tankers in international shipping waters!

Figure 6.3 has a series of surface plots which show the change in the wave pattern

as the Froude number Ft: UlJg| based upon the length of the spheroid l, is varied.

When interpreting these figures, it is important to realise that the r and y axis are not

on the same scale, so the wedge appears significantly less acute than it actually is' Also,

the change in Froude number is achieved through a change in depth of submergence,

and therefore (since the diameter-to-depth ratio is held constant at 0.6) as the Froude

number is increased, the absolute size of the spheroid decreases. Consequently, for the

first surface plot (for which Ft:0.2) the body is larger than the computational domain,

and this results in non-zero free-surface elevation at the extremes of the domain. (Note
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however that this situation is accepted only for the qualitative discussions here. For the

quantitative results that are to follow, the domain and body lengths are chosen more

appropriately.)

The plots show a clear transition from wakes in which the dominant waves are of a

transverse nature for low Froude number (for example fi : 0.4), through to those for

which the wave pattern consists almost entirely of divergent \¡/aves (F, :1.2). For Froude

numbers between these two extremes, the wake consists of both wave systems, as can be

seen clearly in the plot for fi : 0.8.

Some grid-scale oscillation in the free surface can be seen in the wake near the down-

stream end for the case Ft : 7.2. The divergent nature of the waves in this region implies

a very short wavelength for those waves moving in the lateral directions, and this is the

cause of the grid-scale oscillation. This is essentially unavoidable, since the problem will

appear inevitably for a larger Froude number even if a finer resolution grid is used. As

such, it is expected to be a difficulty that is inherent to three-dimensional flows at high

Froude number, and will most probably be encountered irrespective of solution method.

Figure 6.4 shows the disturbance to the free surface as seen from side-on, also for

the spheroid of diameter-to-depth ratio 0.6. The largest deviation from the plane z : 0

corresponds to the centre line of the domain, with the amplitude tending to decrease

towards the outer edges of the domain. At low Froude number, the wave shapes are

clearly transverse, and they become progressively more divergent as the Froude number

rncreâses

In each case the domain extends for an interval of [-10,20] in the r-direction, and the

double-headed arrow indicates the length of the spheroid. For the case with Ft :0.2, the

body has length 25, and is centred on ø:0, so that it extends beyond the upstream end

of the domain. One can see that the waves are of small amplitude, and are super-imposed

upon the disturbance to the free surface due to the shape of the body. At either end of

the spheroid, there is a stagnation point within the fluid, and consequently a region of

high pressure, which is reflected by the elevation of the free-surface above these points.

By comparison, the fluid moves quickly along the midsection of the spheroid, and the

resulting lower pressure creates a depression in the free surface. It is in this context that

the corresponding wake pattern for Ft:0.2 in Figure 6.3 is best understood. For higher

Froude numbers, the body is smaller, and the effect is less noticeable.
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4:0.2 4:0.8

4:0.4 4:1.0

4:0.6 4:1.2

Figure 6.3: The characteri,sti,cs of the walce change from be-

ing composed predominantly of transuerse wauæ to bei,ng com-

posed predominantly of diuergent waaes as the Froude number

i,s increased.
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side.
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Noticeable along the centre line is the decay in amplitude as the wave moves down-

stream. The wave energy should decay in proportion to the distance, and therefore the

wave amplitude should decay in proportion to square root of distance. The results shown

are consistent with this expectation.

In general then, there is reasonable agreement with what can be expected qualitatively

for three-dimensional free-surface flows. In particular, the radiation condition is satisfied,

and waves do not exist far upstream of the body.

6.4 Tup LlNpRn Tspony FoR n PnolATE Spspnotl

The linear theory for the forces experienced by a submerged spheroid was determined by

Havelock [17] using a distribution of dipoles of appropriate moment between the foci of

the spheroid. According to the theory, the wave resistance is

R: t6r2 pgl3es A2 foi "rr"""" {lu" {o.st te secQ}2 sec2 0 d0 , (6.1)

where e is the eccentricity of the spheroid

e t - (dlD2 , (6.2)

d is the diameter of the spheroid at its equator, A is defined by

¡-t - 2- 2log (6.3)
I-€o r-e

and, Jc is the Bessel function of the first kind of order 312. The other variables have their

usual meanings, with k : glU'.

One can see at once that the size (characterised by l) of the spheroid is inextricably

associated with the integrand, and so there is no "universal curve" independent of spheroid

size for a given choice of shape (eccentricity), as there is for a circular cylinder (as given

by equation (b.2) on page 80) or a submerged sphere (see equations (7.6) and (7.8) on

page I24). This should not be a surprise, since it is only the fact that both the circular

cylinder and sphere can be described by singularities located at a single point that allows

them this special property. For these two bodies, a,ny variation in size is achieved by a

change in the strength of the singularity only. For a spheroid, any variation in size will

also require a change in the location of the singularities.
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However, the theory can be completely described by three dimensionless parameters,

and it is convenient to use dll, dlf and fi. The first of these describes the shape of the

spheroid and is equivalent to its eccentricity, the second its depth of submergence, and

the third is the Froude number based upon spheroid length. In this instance and since

there is no universal curve of appropriately scaled wave resistance when plotted versus

Froude number as based upon depth of submergence, it seems somewhat more natural to

use this alternative definition of Froude number'

In terms of these dimensionless parameters, the wave resistance is given by

R : 96r (d,lt)-, ,t A, Ioi "r;21a¡t¡ça1¡)-'.."', {,ru (o.s F¿-2e secd)}' ,..' 0 d0 , (6.4)

where E is the wave resistance when made dimensionless by scaling with respect to the

buoyancy of the spheroid, and is therefore defined as

R,o: "*fu. (6.5)

This dimensionless wave resistance is shown in Figure 6.5 as a function of Froude

number for the 1:5 prolate spheroid over a range of values of the patameter df f . It is

observed that for small or deep spheroids such that dlf : 0.2, the maximum occurs

near fi - 1.0, and that the Froude number of maximum resistance decreases as d// is

increased, until for dl f : 7'2 ir appears near 'Fl : 0'6'

6.5 Wavp RpslstnNcE AND LIpr Rpsulrs

Initially, verification of consistency between the linear theory as predicted by Havelock and

the results as computed by the current method is sought. In particular, the wave resistance

of the spheroid whose diameter is 0.2 of the depth of its submergence is investigated. With

this choice of dl f , the length of the body is in fact equal to the depth of submergence'

and some small discrepancies due to nonlinear effects may still be anticipated.

As noted above, the domain length of [-10,20] is inappropriate for accurate compu-

tation in many cases, since it is possible at low Froude number that the body extends

beyond the edge of the domain. Similarly, at high Froude number the body may become

small in comparison to the size of the free-surface grid size. A more appropriate choice

for domain length is based upon the length of the body. For this purpose, a singularity
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Fi,gure 6.5: The di,mensionless waue resistance as predi,cted

from the linear theory for a range of Froude numbers and ra-

ti,os of di,ameter to depth of submergence.

grid that extends from -1.251to 2.51with 61 rows in the r-direction and from -0'751

to zero with 16 columns in the gr-direction is adopted. An offset height of 3 times the grid

spacing in the r-direction is used to determine the height at which the singularities are

located. The free-surface nodes are initially positioned relative to the singularity grid in

the manner described above. The representation of the spheroid remains unaltered.

The results are shown in Figure 6.6, and are generally in good agreement, with the

discrepancy being about 2% of the wave resistance at fi : 1'6'

The solution is determined subsequently for Froude numbers in the range [0.3,1.0] and

for diameter-to-depth ratios of dl f - 0.2,0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1'1 and 1.2. The wave

resistance is calculated, and Figure 6.7 shows the results. The solid curves represent the

nonlinear wave resistance, and the dotted lines represent the linear theory. Note that the

curves are not complete for the values of dl f greater than 0.8, since for some of these

cases converged results cannot be obtained.

The present method shows that for larger disturbances, the linear theory under-

predicts the wave resistance at low Froude number, and over-predicts at high Froude

number. The largest inaccuracies occur for large diameter-to-depth ratios at low Froude

number, for example d,lf : 1.0 at F¿ : 0.4, for which the wave resistance is under-

000
0.2

dll = 1.2

d/f = 1.0

d/f = 0.8

d/f = 0.6

dlf = 0.4

dll = o.2
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Fi,gure 6.6: Comparison of waue resistance as determi,ned by

the current method wi,th that predicted by the linear theory for

the case dll : 0.2.
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Figure 6.8: Dimensionless li,ft force as determi,ned by the

present method.

predicted significantly. Never-the-less, the investigation shows that the linear theory

provides quite a reasonable approximation to the drag for much of the rânges of Floude

number and dlf considered.

The lift forces for these same cases are shown in Figure 6.8. The lift force has also been

made dimensionless by scaling with respect to buoyancy. For each value of d'l f , there is

a transition from a lift to a down-force, usually at a Froude number of approximately 0.6.

As mentioned in the introduction, the case of the 1:5 spheroid has been studied pre-

viously by others, and as such is a useful benchmark. Figure 6.9 shows the results of the

present method in comparison those reported by Cao [5] which included results produced

by Doctors and Beck [9], and Bertram et al. [a]. The particular câse reported here is that

of a spheroid with a depth-to-length ratio of 0.245, which corresponds to a diameter-to-

depth ratio of approximately 0.816. All five methods are in good agreement for forces of

both wave resistance and lift. The numerical methods employed by Doctors and Beck and

Cao were time dependent formulations that were extrapolated to approximate the steady

state. The method employed here, being a steady state calculation, is computationally

inexpensive by comparison.
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Fi,gure 6.10: Mari,mum d,eui,ati,on of the free surface from the

plane z : 0 for uari,ous ualues oÍ dll. The ampli'tude is scaled

wi,th respect to U2 f g so that 0.5 i,s the stagnati,on hei'ght, and

hence an unobtainable upperbound,.

6.6 Wnvp HpICHT AND CnSpS Op SppCIAL lxrpRpSt

Figure 6.10 shows the maximum deviation (made dimensionless by scaling with respect

to U and g) of the free surface from the plane z : 0 for several cases. Solutions can be

obtained throughout the range of Froude numbers from 0.2 to 1.0 for values of dlf up to

and including 0.9, for which the spheroid is submerged shallowly. For larger disturbances

(greater values of dlfl, solutions at Froude numbers between 0.4 and 0'6 cannot be

obtained. At the FYoude number of 0.20, a solution was found for a spheroid with à dl f
value of 1.6. This is a particularly shallow body, as the depth of the top of the body is

only one eighth of its diameter.

Of particular interest here are the regimes in which the flows show strongly-nonlinear

characteristics, as it is in these cases that the nonlinear nature of the solution method

has its greatest advantage. One such case is that of a body that is submerged shallowly

in comparison to both its diameter and the amplitude of the lvaves that it creates. The

spheroid with a diameter-to-depth ratio of 1.25 and FYoude number of 1.0 is a suitable

example of this. The top of the body is at a depth that is 0.3 of the diameter, and is

d/f = 1.1¡

d/f = 0.8
dlf = 1.2

d/f = 1.6
d/f = 1.0

d/f = 1.1dft = 1.4

d/f = 0.6
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a

d/f = 0.9
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-0.1

Figure 6.11: Side ui,ew of the free surface aboue a spheroi,d

wi,th dlf : 1.25 at Froude number 1.0. The top of thi's body

i,s at a depth comparable to that of the fi,rst trough.

roughly the same as the depth of the first trough. This can be seen clearly in Figure 6.11.

Note that the r and z âxes are not drawn to scale, but recall that the ratio of diameter

to length for the spheroid is 1:5.

Also of interest is the rapid growth in wave amplitude as the disturbance becomes

large. In such a regime, small changes in depth produce large changes in wave height, the

ïvaves display significantly nonlinear characteristics since the first crest is considerably

sharpened, and it can be argued that the waves are nearing a steepness at which they

would break. Example of such cases are df f values of 1.00, 1.01 and 7.02 at a Froude

number of 0.4, for which the maximum crest heights are shown in Figure 6.10. Note the

rapid growth, and recall that in these dimensionless units, the stagnation height is 0'5.

It is likely that a wave breaks before its crest reaches stagnation height. Figures 6.12

and 6.13 show the case where the diameter-to-depth ratio is 1.02. It is reasonable to

expect that only a small increase in the disturbance would result in a breaking wave.

It is also important to note that the achievable maximum height is dependent upon

Froude number. The wake can be considered to be composed of an infinite number of

planar wave systems, each moving at some angle to the direction of the body's movement.

For an infinitely deep fluid, the wavelength for a system of waves at angle 0 is given by

2¡r cos20 tl'lg, and therefore decreases as á is increased. Since there is a maximum

obtainable steepness (approximately 0.14) for such Stokes-wave systems, they will break

before their crests reach a height of 0.5 cos2 0 U'lg. (This height may be exceeded at

isolated points in the wake due to constructive interference, but would be an exception

rather than the rule.) Consequently, one can expect the achievable maximum height to

00

-02
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Figure 6.12: The steep waue produced by a spheroid with

dlf : 1.02 at a Froude number of 0'4'

Figure 6.13: A different uiew of the sarne case as for Fi'g-

ure 6.12.

be greater for wakes that are composed predominantly of transverse wave systems (that

is, for low Froude numbers) than for those composed predominantly of divergent wave

systems (high Froude number), and this trend can be observed clearly in Figure 6.10.

6.7 CoNcl,usloN

Results produced by the current method are consistent with the linear theory approx-

imation for sufficiently small disturbances. The present method shows that for larger

disturbances the linear theory under-predicts the wave resistance at low FYoude number,

and over-predicts at high Froude number. Never-the-less, the investigation shows that the

Iinear theory provides quite a reasonable approximation of drag over the range of Froude

numbers and disturbances considered. Additionally, the current method compares well

with numerical results produced previously by others. The results obtained are of greatest
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value when considering cases for which the solution exhibits strongly-nonlinear charac-

teristics, as accurate solutions for such cases cânnot be obtained from the linear theory.

Some interesting examples of such flows have been presented.



DrsruRBANcEs IN A Flulo oF FINITB

DBprn

The wave-making of spheres and spheroids in a fluid of finite depth is investigated,

and the resulting forces are calculated. For the case of the submerged sphere,

consistency is established with the linear theory for flows in a semi-infinite fluid,

and also for subcritical flows in a finite-depth fluid, before nonlinear effects are

determined. For the spheroid, consistency is shown with the linear theory in a

semi-infinite fluid, and finite depth flows are subsequently considered.

7.L lNtnotucrloN

One of the main objectives of this chapter is to investigate the effects of a bed on the

wave resistance of a submerged 1:5 spheroid. However, in the absence of a linear theory

with which to show consistency, it is considered best to infer accuracy of the results by

obtaining supporting evidence from other related flows. The approach taken is as follows.

Firstly, flows about spheres in a semi-infinite fluid are considered, and consistency

with the linear theory is established. In doing so, the representations of the sphere, free

surface and velocity potential are shown to be suitable. Then, a fluid bed is introduced,

and again numerical results are compared with the linear theor¡ this time being that for

a finite-depth fluid. It is found that due to reflection of wave energy from the sides of the

119
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computational domain, the results are inaccurate for supercritical flows. The subcritical

flows are, however, quite reasonable.

Next, attention is directed to spheroids, and the semi-infinite fluid case is revisited

briefly, again establishing the suitability of the body, surface and potential representations.

Finally, restricting attention to subcritical flows (for which the results for a sphere are

accurate), finite depth effects for flows about submerged spheroids are considered.

7.2 Epppcrs oF R FINITp-DpprH Flulo

The analyses so far have been of disturbances beneath the free surface of a semi-infinite

fluid. The situation becomes somewhat more interesting if a bed is introduced, so that

the fluid is of finite depth.

In the early part of this century, Havelock completed several valuable investigations

into the nature of waves in a stream of finite depth. In an early paper [12], he considered a

point impulse acting on the surface of a fluid of finite depth. His results include the angle

of the wedge within which the wake must be confined. He noted that the wedge angle has

a limiting value consistent with that of a semi-infinite fluid (that is, approximately 39")

for fluid-depth-based Froude numbers Fn:Ult/gn (where h represents the fluid depth)

nearing zero, but that in general the wedge angle is different to this, and has a maximum

of 180' at the critical fluid-depth-based Froude number Fn : 1, and decreases lo zeto

with further increase in F¡. More specifically, he determined that the half-angle of the

wedge is given by

arccos JBG-") F¡ 1!
Fn> I

3-n
. 

-_1arcsrn .{' o '

where

for

for
t:{ (7.1)

2F;"
sinh

Figure 7.1 shows the curve produced by these equations, with the angle converted to

degrees for ease of interpretation. Note that the curve is sharply cusped at the critical

Froude number Fh : 1, where the maximum value of 90' is obtained. The half-angle

is less than 55' at F¡ : 0.99, and less than 65' at F¡, : 0.999. By comparison, the

supercritical branch decays slowly to zero, with the half-angle being approximately 65"

at F¡ - 1.10, and 55'at F¡r:1.22.

n: (7.2)
2F;')
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Figure 7.1: Curue representing the half-angle of the wedge

within whi,ch the walce produced by a poi,nt impulse in a flui'd

of finite depth must be contained.

He also made the point that the wavelength along the centre-line of the wedge in-

creases as a function of fluid-depth-based Froude number, until at the critical value, the

wavelength is infinite. Furthermore, for supercritical flows (that is, those for which the

fluid-depth-based FYoude number exceeds unity), only the divergent wave system exists,

the transverse tryaves having vanished'

Later, Havelock [13] determined the wave resistance of a symmetrical surface pressure

distribution about a point moving over a surface of a fluid of finite depth, and included

a figure showing wave resistance for several choices of a fluid-depth parameter. He noted

that as this parameter tends to infinity, the result for the semi-infinite fluid case is ob-

tained. For finite values of the fluid-depth parameter, regions of increased wave resistance

can be observed, and in some instances, the region becomes a second local maximum' At

large values of fluid-depth-based Froude number, the wave resistance is diminished' It

is anticipated that these characteristics may also be observed in problems involving flow

around submerged bodies.
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7.3 QunltrntlvE BEHAVIoUR oF THE WaNp

The method was modified to incorporate an impermeable horizontal boundary. This was

achieved in an analogous way to lateral symmetry, by incorporating for each singularity an

image beneath the boundary, such that the combination satisfied exactly the Neumann

boundary condition on the bed. It was then a simple matter to generate flows about

bodies submerged in a fluid of finite depth. The current application is to the wave-making

properties of spheres and spheroids.

Qualitative observations are made first. Figure 7.2 shows the wakes generated by a

spheroid at various fluid-depth-based Froude numbers spanning the critical value of one.

These can be compared to those shown in Figure 6.3 on page 107, for which the fluid is

of infinite depth. Specifically, the 1:5 spheroid has diameter-to-depth rafio dlf - 0.6,

and the fluid depth is chosen to be the same as the length of the spheroid. With these

choices, fì and F¡ aÍe equal, and the ratio of fluid depth to body depth is hlf : 3. The

wedge widens as F¿ increases from 0.80 to 0.90 and 0.95, the change being manifested in

the growth in amplitude of the leading waves near the side of the computational domain.

At Fn - 1.00, the wedge is clearly not as wide as predicted, and this is perhaps due

to the steepness of the wedge-angle curve of Figure 7.L at the critical FYoude number,

in combination with some nonlinear effects (recall that at Fn - 0.999, the wedge half-

angle is less than 65'). As the fluid-depth-based Froude number increases from 1.0 the

wedge gradually narrows again, observable in the shift downstream of the leading wave.

In addition, there are no transverse waves for the supercritical flows. The cases for larger

values of fi suffer from grid-scale oscillation for the same reasons as was discussed in the

previous chapter. The results do, however, appear to be in qualitative agreement with

those that can be anticipated from the linear theory.

7.4 SpHpRps

Having established the general characteristics that can be expected for flows in a fluid of

finite depth, and showing that the method is capable of producing results that appear to be

qualitatively consistent with these expectations, attention is directed to the quantitative

evaluation of some of the properties of flows about spheres. The sphere proves to be
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Fn:4:0.80 Fn:4:1.00

Fn:4:0.90 Fn:û:1.05

Fn:4:0.95 Fh:4:1.20

Figure 7.2: The wake broadens as the fl'uid-depth-based Froude

number is increased to the cri,ti'cal ualue of one, before narrou-

i,ng as the Froude numberi,s increased further. For supercri,t-

ical fl,ows, only the di,uergent waues erist.
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of significant value in establishing the reliability of the method, since there exist linear

theories for the wave resistance about spheres in both semi-infinite fluids and fluids of

finite depth.

7.4.L Tup LINpan TnpoRy FoR A FluIn oF FINITn Dpptn

In a paper which is of greater relevance to the current topic, Havelock [16] derived an

expression for the wave resistance of a submerged dipole in a fluid of finite depth and

suggested that the resulting curves would have characteristics similar to those for a sym-

metric surface pressure distribution, as discussed above. That is, each curve would have

a region of increased wave resistance, relative to the semi-infinite-fluid case. The process

of derivation r¡/as correct, but the final result contained an error, which he later made

mention of in [1S] when he derived by an alternative method a second expression which

is consistent with the corrected earlier result.

According to the theory, for a sphere of radius ø submerged at depth / in a fluid of

depth h with stream speed (J, the wave resistance can be determined from (Havelock [16])

R : 4tr p(J"æf lr:
lefle-zken cosh2 ke(h - /)) (1 * tanh keh)'

cos? d0, (7.3)
I-khsec29sech keh

where the lower bound of the integration is

p0 : arcco 
" 
t/nn (7.4)

and ks is the root of

ke: lcsec2 0 tanhk6h, (7.5)

and all other symbols have their usual meanings. Since k represents the wave number

for waves propagating in the direction of motion in a semiinfinite fluid, kp is the wave

number for those propagating at an angle of d relative to the centre-line in a fluid of depth

h.

For the current purposes, the wave resistance is expressed better as

li6 cosh2(( - t)Fl')
cosî d0 ,#*:tG)'1,, cosh Fl ) - !r-' sec2 0

(7.6)
(

where F : Ult/lf :7lt/Tf is the Froude number based upon the depth of the sphere

and .Fp is the root of
rt-2 - F-2 sec2dtanh 1r;' . (7.7)ro : 

I
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Fi,gure 7.3: Dimensi,onless waue resistz,nce as predicted by the

linear theory for a sphere submerged' in a fini'te-d'epth flui'd.

In this form, it becomes clear that the integral is dependent only upon the choices of

F and the dimensionless fluid-depth parameter hf f . (For clarity, in the following the

term "Froude number" will refer to the body-depth-based Froude number F, and is to be

distinguished from the fluid-depth-based Froude number 'F¿.)

Further, scaling with respecl fo (alf)3 defines the dimensionless quantity

p: ----!-----..----- . (2.8)

(tnooo') (i)' '

which has the desirable property that for each choice of hf f , there exists a single curve

which represents all values of the radius-to-depth ratio.

Reasonable care is required when numerically evaluating the integral, since as d tends

to r f 2, both the numerator and denominator of the integrand grow infinitely large, while

the quotient vanishes. Figure 7.3 shows curves produced by equations (7.6) and (7.8) for

fluid-to-body-depth ratios of 1.333, 2.0, and 4.0. They correspond to the sphere being

positioned above the fluid bed by factors of one quarter, one half, and three quarters of

the fluid depth respectively. The curve hl f -+ oo represents the limit as the fluid depth

becomes infinite, and is produced from the linear theory for a sphere in a semi-infinite

fluid (as given by Havelock [16]).

The cases which provide the greatest contrast with the semi-infinite fluid case are of

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0
0.6

hll = 4.0

h/f = 1.333

hlÍ=2.0

h/f -+ oo
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course those for which the sphere is located near the bed; that is, for values of hf f near

one. As the sphere nears the surface, the curves rapidly approach the semi-infinite fluid

case, so much so that there is no observable difference for values of hlf in excess of 10.

For values of hlf greater than approximately 3, the curves follow closely the major hump

of the semi-infinite fluid case, but then grow marginally by comparison, before again

approaching the semi-infinite-fluid curve. This is analogous to the "second maximum"

described by Havelock for his surface pressure disturbance, and occurs near a fluid-depth-

based Froude number of one. For smaller values of hl f these two effects are combined, and

lead to the relatively large wave-resistance curves shown. Thus, it is clear that over the

range of Froude numbers considered, the presence of a bed increases the wave resistance

of the body, the effect being most noticeable near the (critical) fluid-depth-based FYoude

number of one.

7.4.2 Rpsulrs oF NUMERTCAL ConlpurluoNs

In the following, attention will be directed to the finite-depth case where the body is

submerged midway between the free surface and the fluid bed, that is, hlf : 2, fot

which according to the linear theory, the effect of the bed can be to increase the wave

resistance by as much as 50% relative to the semi-infinite fluid case. For this case, the

critical fluid-depth-based Froude number of one corresponds to F : \/r. Accordingly,

numerical computations will be made for flows with F in the interval [0.5,2.0], for both

the semi-infinite-fluid case and the finite-depth case.

7.4.2.L SpnpRps IN A SEMI-INrINtrp Fluto

The domain is represented in much the same u/ay as for that above the spheroid in the

previous chapter, except that the various dimensions are changed. Again, and without

loss of generality, both the free-stream speed and the gravitational acceleration are set

to unity, and lateral symmetry is assumed. The free-surface singularity grid has 91 rows

and2bcolumns. Thelengthof thedomain\s35f F2,withonethirdof thedomainlaying

upstream, and two thirds downstream. This choice of domain length ensures that, for any

fixed choice of. af f , the domain remains in fixed proportion to the size of the body as the

Froude number is varied. It is also chosen so that the waves are reasonably represented
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over the range of Froude numbers, in terms of both the number of nodes per wavelength

and the number of waves captured by the domain. The half-width of the domain is one

quarter of its length, so that the waves meet the side boundaries near the downstream end,

and the widthwise grid spacing is similar to that in the flow direction. The singularities

are set at a height that is one thirtieth of the domain length, which is equivalent to an

offset height ratio of 3 (when based upon the lengthwise grid spacing). Free surface nodes

originally lie on the plane z : 0 directly beneath each of the free-surface singularities,

except for the upstream and downstream rows. The hemisphere is represented in a manner

that is analogous to the spheroid, except that the radius of the inner sphere on which the

singularities lie is chosen to be one half that of the body'

As part of the exercise, it was a simple matter to generate the results for comparatively

large spheres, and these are included in Figure 7.4for later comparison with the finite-fluid

results. The figure shows the numerical results in comparison to the linear theory' The

results for a sphere of radius-to-depth ratio 0.05 are graphically indistinguishable from

the universal curve predicted by the linear theory, which is shown by the dotted curve.

In fact, the relative error is less than2Yo for all the choices of Froude number considered.

The solid curves represent spheres with radius-to-depth ratios of. 0.2,0.4 and 0.5. Once

again, for large disturbances, there exist some Froude numbers for which converged results

could not be obtained. Figure 7.5 shows the associated lift force for the same cases. Note

that the lift in made dimensionless by scaling with the same factor as that for the wave

resistance, and that the force does not include the hydrostatic component that is due to

the displacement of fluid by the sphere.

As the radius-to-depth ratio is increased, the effects of nonlinearity become more

noticeable. The general trend is to increase the wave resistance for Froude numbers less

than approximately 0.9, and to decrease the wave resistance for Froude numbers greater

than this. The proportional change (relative to the linear theory predictions) is greatest

for small Froude numbers. For the vertical force, the nonlinear effect tends to decrease

the lift for FYoude numbers less than approximately 1.0, and to increase the lift for Froude

numbers greater than this.

The results of the investigation indicate that the current method is capable of ac-

curately producing results that are consistent with the linear theory for a sphere in a

semi-infinite fluid, over the range of Froude numbers [0.5' 2.0].
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Fi,gure 7.6: For flows wi,th a Froude number near the cri,tical

ualue, uaues are refl,ected from the si,des of the computational

domain. Thi,s probleïn nxay be reduced by adopti'ng a wider

computational domain, but thi,s i,s currently computationally

prohibi,tiue.

7.4.2.2 Tsp FINITE-DEPTH CnsP hlf : Z

A bed is introduced, at a depth such that the sphere is located midway between the bed

and surface; that is, with hlf :2. The same representations of the free surface, body and

potential are implemented, the exception being that each singularity has an associated

image, the combination of which satisfies the Neumann boundary condition on the bed

exactly. For comparison to the semi-infinite fluid case, the same cases of radius-to-depth

ratio and Froude number as above are considered.

An initial investigation, for a sphere of radius-to-depth ratio 0.05, indicated there was

some disagreement with the linear theory for Froude numbers near the critical value, for

which F : t/2. Further investigation revealed that this was due to reflection of the \ryaves

at the sides of the domain of representation, since a significant amount of energy was

contained in the waves found there. Consequently, the wave pattern became corrupted

and the force results were unreliable. This may be surmountable by extending the width of

the domain, but with the current computing capabilities, is a resource and time-consuming

task. Figurc 7.6 shows the reflection of such waves for one particular case.

An associated difficulty is that the wavelength of waves with small angle of propagation

becomes large (tending towards infinity), and as such it is impossible to capture these
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waves. This is not of such concern, since these waves contain relatively little energy, and

therefore the force computations are only affected slightly.

The problem of reflected waves only occurs for cases in which the wedge is widened sig-

nificantly. Since there is rapid growth in the wedge angle as the critical Froude number is

approached, compared with gradual reduction as the Froude number is further increased,

the flows can be determined accurately for most subcritical flows. For this reason' non-

linear results are given only for Froude numbers less than the critical Froude number,

the understanding being that the results are less reliable as the critical Froude number

is approached, but that an indication of reliability can be drawn from the comparison of

the linear-theory curve and the small-radius sphere al f :0.05.

Figure 7.7 shows the wave resistance as determined by the current method for the

cases considered, and for which a converged solution could be obtained. The appropriate

linear theory curve (that for hl Í :2) is shown dotted, and it can be seen that there is

strong agreement between this curve and the numerical results obtained by the current

method for the case af f : 0.05. There is however some small discrepancy for FYoude

numbers in the range [1.1,1.4], and this should be taken into account when interpreting

the results in this range for larger spheres. Again the effect of increased sphere radius

is to increase the wave resistance for low Froude numbers (less than approximately 1.0),

and to decrease it for larger Froude numbers. For large spheres, this effect can be quite

considerable. For example, there is a reduction in wave resistance of approximately 25To

for spheres with alf : 0.6 at a Froude number of I.4. The linear theory for spheres

in a semi-infinite fluid is represented by the dashed curve, and is included here for the

purposes of comparison also.

Similarly, the vertical force experienced by the sphere is shown in Figure 7.8. The

tendency of increased radius-to-depth ratio is to decrease the lift for Froude numbers less

than approximately 1.1, and to increase it thereafter.

7.5 SpspRolos

The linear theory for the wave resistance of a spheroid in a semi-infinite fluid was stated

as equation (6.1) on page 109 in Chapter 6. Havelock did not determine a linear theory for

the corresponding finite-depth fluid problem, and the author is not aware of any existing
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result. However, it is felt that based upon the strength of consistency with the linear

theory for the semi-infinite fluid case (established in Chapter 6 and to be revisited here),

coupled with the evidence indicating the ability to solve accurately subcritical flows about

spheres in a finite-depth fluid, it is justified to investigate finite-depth effects for spheroids.

7 .5.L Foncps oN A SPnPRoto

The program was exercised for a range of values of dl f , for both the semi-infinite fluid case

(hlf -+ oo) and the finite-depth fluid case hf f : 2. Again, attention rvas restricted to

subcritical flows, the decision being based upon the experience gained from investigating

finite-depth flows about spheres. The results of wave-resistance calculations are shown in

Figure 7.9. The dotted lines represent the linear theory for the semi-infinite fluid case.

The dashed lines represent the numerical results obtained for spheroids of various sizes

in a semi-infinite fluid, and the solid curves are the corresponding results for cases with

hlÍ:z'
Note that for spheroids, the dimensionless wave resistance is redefined to be

n: ---J- (2.9)

lrpstd,2 (d'll)'

in a manner that is analogous to that for spheres. Although this does not give curves

independent of the spheroid's diameter-to-depth ratio, it does allow curves for a wide

range of dlf values to be plotted on the same set of axes.

Similarly, the vertical force experienced by the spheroid is shown in Figure 7.10. The

lift has been scaled with respect to the same factor as the wave-resistance.

Considering the wave-resistance curves, for the spheroid with dlf : 0.10 in a semi-

infinite fluid, the results are in close agreement throughout with the linear theory, with

the maximum relative error being less than 2%. It is clear that the effect (in a semi-

infinite fluid) of increasing diameter-to-depth ratio is to increase the wave resistance at

low Froude number, but to decrease it at high Froude number. The FYoude number at

which the transition occurs depends upon the value of dlf , but typically increases as

d// increases. By comparison, the effect of a finite-depth fluid is to increase the wave

resistance (in some instances considerably) throughout the range of (subcritical) FYoude

numbers considered. The general manner in which this happens is consistent with what

could have been predicted based upon the results produced by Havelock in the papers
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already mentioned, coupled with the results of the nonlinear numerical computations for

the sphere in the previous section.

For the vertical force, the effect of a finite-depth fluid is to decrease the lift for all

diameter-to-depth ratios considered throughout the range of Froude numbers [0.5,1.4].

7.6 CoNcl-,usloN

Various theories predict interesting behaviour of flows in fluids of finite depth. One can

anticipate that the wake can be affected greatly, with the angle of the wedge within which

the wake is contained growing to a maximum of 180' at the critical fluid-depth-based

Froude number of one. Beyond this, the transverse waves vanish. One could expect that

the wave resistance would be increased relative to the semi-infinite fluid case over a range

of Froude numbers, the effect being most noticeable near the critical Froude number. For

large fluid-depth-based Froude numbers, the wave resistance is diminished'

The current method performs well in accurately reproducing such flows. Qualitative

consistency with the wake characteristics predicted by the linear theory is observed. The

method does however suffer from a difficulty associated with reflection of wave energy at

the sides of the computational domain, but this is a computational difficulty that may be

overcome by extension of the domain boundaries. Given current computing capabilities,

this is a resource-consuming task'

For situations in which these reflected waves occur to a lesser extent (that is, for sub-

critical flows), the results are quantitatively consistent with that which is to be expected

from the linear theory for a sphere. Based upon this investigation, it r¡/as meaningful

to investigate the effects of finite-depth fluids for spheroids, for which the author is not

aware of any existing linear theory.



CONCLUSION

A method for the solution of steady-state nonlinear free-surface flow problems has been

presented. The method uses a distribution of discrete sources located external to the fluid

domain to represent the potential. An important advantage of desingularisation, as \lras

seen to be the case in Chapter 2, is that it provides a smoother representation of the

potential, and therefore provides better satisfaction of the boundary conditions over the

free surface and body. Another advantage is that the influences of the singularities on

the boundary conditions are never singular, and as such are easier to formulate. Sources

are shown to provide accurate representation, and have the added benefit that their

associated potential and derivatives are simple to evaluate exactly, thus removing the

need for quadrature rules and other approximate methods.

The effect on accuracy of resolution of the free surface has been discussed. Naturally

the steeper the wave, the more collocation points that are needed to represent it. Also

discussed was the effect of the location of the singularities, relative to the collocation

points. The conclusion is that sources are best placed along normals to collocation points,

since it is in these locations that the greatest accuracy is obtained. In the context of an

iterative procedure, however, it may be desirable to position them on a plane directly

above the collocation points. A procedure for determining the offset for the singularities

and the resolution of the free surface has been presented.

Several options for the formulation of the radiation condition were considered. The

135
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preference is for one that states that the vertical component of velocity decays exponen-

tially in the upstream direction. Correct selection of the particular waveless solution is

reasonably independent of the location of implementation of the radiation condition, pro-

vided that the two points at which it is enforced are not separated by an integer multiple

of a quarter wavelength, or a distance near one of these.

In general, it was found that the effect of domain truncation was the dominant cause

of error. Increasing the domain length will increase the accurâcy, but at an increased

computational cost, in terms of both the size of the system of simultaneous equations

that is to be solved, and the number of iterations required within the iterative procedure.

Indeed, due to the nonlinear effect of shortening wavelength, an extended domain may

destroy convergence.

Several alternatives for the formulation of the free-surface boundary condition were

considered and evaluated for speed and reliability. The preference is for a formulation

that exhibits a quadratic rate of convergence to the desired solution. The formulation

requires that derivatives of the potential up to third order are known.

Coupled with the boundary-condition formulation were options by which the new

free-surface approximation could be determined. The only appropriate choice was for one

based upon the dynamic free-surface boundary condition.

The effects of shifting singularities between iterations \4/as also considered. In general,

this is an expensive computational practice, since either the number of iterations required

to achieve convergence, or the size of the system of simultaneous equations, will increase

as a result. For small amplitude disturbances to the free surface, and indeed for most

free-surface flows, it is unnecessary. AII of the applications shown in this thesis used

singularities held fixed on a plane throughout the solution process.

Appropriate test conditions for convergence, based upon the free-surface boundary

conditions, were stated in a dimensionless form, so that they are suitable irrespective of

the choices made for other parameters of scale such as stream speed and gravitational

acceleration.

Note that the appendix gives a detailed description of the formulation of the solution

method, including the iterative algorithm, the condition that is to be enforced on the

free-surface approximations, and the manner in which the next approximation is to be

determined.
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The method was subsequently applied to flows around various submerged bodies.

The first application was for a circular cylinder. The wave resistance rffas compared to

that predicted by the first-order and second-order linear theories, and for sufficiently

small cylinders, consistency was found. The vertical force experienced by the cylinder

was also determined. The nonlinear effects produced by larger cylinders were discussed.

Solutions with large amplitude waves were sought, and some with maximum crest heights

of up to 86% of the stagnation height were found. Circulation about the cylinder \üas

then introduced, and the effects of this upon the wave-making \Mere investigated. The

conclusion is that circulation has an ability to reduce the waves over a greater range than

is predicted by the linear theory. The corresponding reduction in wave resistance was also

noted. Flows about two cylinders in tandem were then investigated. The linear theory

predicts that there are discrete choices of depth and separation such that both cylinders

are free of horizontal force, and the combination does not produce \Maves downstream.

The effect of increasing cylinder radius is that the phenomenon occurs at greater depths

and separations than is predicted by the linear theory. To within the accuracy of the

calculations, the combinations still occur at discrete locations, rather than existing over

a continuous range of values.

The 1:5 prolate spheroid was then considered. The variation in pattern of the wake

with changes in speed was briefly demonstrated, and other qualities of the wake were ob-

served. The wave resistance u¡as compared to the linear theory, and again good agreement

was found for spheroids of small enough size. The lift force was also investigated. The

effects of increasing spheroid size were demonstrated. The numerical results were also

compared with those produced by other methods, and a general agreement was found.

Some interesting results for which the surface disturbance is considerable and the spheroid

is shallowly submerged were then presented.

Finally, flows about spheres and spheroids in a fluid of finite depth were considered.

The wake was shown to widen near the critical fluid-depth-based Froude number, and to

narro\ry as the fluid-depth-based Froude number was increased further. The forces were

calculated and comparisons were made to the semi-infinite fluid results. By comparing

with the linear theory, the results were found to be unreliable for cases in which the

wake had widened considerably, due to reflection of wave energy at the sides of the com-

putational domain. As a consequence, finite-depth fluid effects were only investigated
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for subcritical Froude numbers, for which the results are accurate. Again, the effects of

increased body size were discussed.

Naturally, there are ways in which this work can be extended. Surface-piercing flows,

such as those produced by ships, are an important application. The difficulty associated

with such flows is that they often produce a splash near the bow, or a breaking wave near

the stern. It would, however, be of value to investigate further the possibility of capturing

surface-piercing flows for which the region of overturning fluid is not too large.

Another refinement of the method would be to introduce a technique, such as multipole

acceleration, which reduces both the memory and cpu requirements. As was noted earlier,

storage of a large matrix quickly becomes a limiting factor on the resolution and length

of domain, and hence the accuracy that can be achieved by the method. Increasing the

resolution by a facto r of. n results in an increase in matrix size by a factor of n4, and an

associated increase of cpu requirements by a factor of n6. Multipole techniques have the

possibility to reduce both these to an increase by a factor of only rz2.

Another possibility of expansion would be to introduce time-dependenc¡ so that un-

steady problems could be considered. The details of the solution method would be con-

siderably different, but the manner in which the potential and free surface are represented

could remain largely the same.

In summary then, a method of solution for steady nonlinear free-surface flows about

submerged bodies has been presented. After careful design, experimentation and verifi-

cation, and in a variety of applications, the method has been shown to be fast, reliable

and accurate.
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TUB ITpnATIVE PnocEDURE RBvISITED

A more descriptive derivation of the free-surface bounda,ry condition, which involves

the linea.risation of the perturbation potential, is given. Subsequently, an algorithm

for the iterative procedure is stated. Finally the terms in the free-surface boundary

condition are discussed in greater detail.

4.1 FonuuLATIoN oF THE Fnpp-Sunpncp BoUNoARY

CoNoIuoN

An overview of the free-surface boundary condition and iterative procedure was given in

Chapter 4. The purpose of the current section is to give greater clarity to the formulation

that was the preferred method as determined by the analysis of that chapter.

Consistent with the notation used in that chapter, the free surface solution is denoted

by z - C*(r,y), and the solution potential by Ó : Ó*(r,A,z)' However, due to the

lengthy nature of some of the mathematical statements which are to follow, a couple of

abbreviations to the notation are made. Specifically, the material derivative of pressure

ffi willbe replaced,by E, and the operator ft wil be replaced by a subscript e. So, for

example, the expresrio" ft# will be expressed more concisely as .Er.

The pair of equations that are to be satisfied on the free surface are now

E(ó.,e.)

740

0 and (A.1)
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p(ó.,e.) : 0 (A.2)

The free surface (* is approximated closely by (0, with the small error in the approx-

imation being (1. That is, (* - (o + (t.

Using a Taylor series expansion in ( for E(ó.,(.) about the approximate free surface

(o gives

0: E(ó*,(*) : E(ó.,(o) + etÐ"(ó*,(o) + o((Ct)') , (4.3)

which can be rearranged to yield

Ct : -E(ó. , i(o) I n,(ó*, (o) + o(((t)') ' (A.4)

Similarly, the pressure on the free surface can be approximated by

0 : p(ó*,(.) : p(ó.,e\ + etp,(ó.,C0) + o(((t)') , (A.5)

which can also be rearranged to give

e' : -p(ó.,eo)lp"(ó-, (o) + o(((t)') (A.6)

Equating equations (A.a) and (A..6) and rearranging yields

E(ó.,e')p,(ó.,C0) - E"(ó*,eo)p(ó",(o) : o((ct)') , (A.7)

which is a boundary condition that is satisfied on (0, the approximation to the free surface.

^.2 
LTNpInISATION IN THE PpnTURBATIOx POTpNTIAL

Suppose the potential Q is closely approximated by /0 with an error of Ór. That is,

ó: óo + dl. Then, expandiîB E(ó.,(0) about /0 in powers of /1 indicates

E(ó.,(o) : E(óo + dt, d) : E(ó0,(o) + ø1 + o((¿1)2) , (A.s)

where .81 contains all terms that are linearly dependent upon /1 . Definin 8 E0 : E (Óo , eo)

(which contains all terms that are independent of /1) allows this to be written more

succinctly as

E(ó.,(o) : Eo+Er +o((dt)') . (A'9)
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Similarly, defining po : p(ó0,(0), and p1 to contain all terms that vary linearly with

/1, allows for p(þ*,(o) to be expressed as

p(ó.,eo) : po +p' + o((dt)') . (4.10)

Thus, equation (4.7) can be re-expressed as

(Eo + ø')@2 + pt) - @2 + n)@o + pl) : o(((')', (ó')'). (4.11)

Expanding and rearranging yields

øopT- E2po : -(EopL - E2p' + n'p2- E)po) - (E'pL- E)p') + o(((t)', (dt)') (4.12)

where the terms on the left hand side are independent of St, and the terms within the first

set of parentheses are linearly dependent upon it. Neglecting terms of order O(((t)', (ó')')

(which include both Erp) and ElpL) yields the equation

ø0p2 - E2po : -(EopL - E2p' ¡ ø'n2 - Elpo) (4.13)

which is a condition that is linear in the perturbation potential Ór.

4.3 Tup lrpRauvE ALGoRITHM

The condition (4.13) forms the basis of an iterative procedure by which the solution

potential and free surface can be determined. The appropriate algorithm is:

o Given an approximation , : Co to the free surface, and some approximation ó: óo

to the solution potential, determine the perturbation potential {1 that satisfies the

condition

ø'p2-E2po:-(EopL- E2pt +E po"- Elpo) (4.14)

on that surface.

o Set the new approximate potential to be

óo<-óo+ó' (A.15)

o Using the new approximate potential, determine the perturbation to the free surface

from

Ç' : -po lp\ , (4.16)
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and set the new approximate surface to be

(o<-(o+(t (A.17)

o If, on the new approximate surface,

Itol . .r and lnol. ,o , (4.18)

where eB attd €.p are some desired tolerances, then /0 is a suitable approximation to

the desired solution potential, and (0 is a suitable approximation to the desired free

surface.

o Otherwise, repeat the process.

The iterative procedure demonstrates a quadratic rate of convergence, since the trunca-

tion error of both the free-surface boundary condition (4.14) and the surface-update con-

dition (4.16) are of order O(((t)', (ót)'), as can be seen from equations (4.12) and (4.6).

^.4 
Fonn¿ oF BoUNDARy-CoNurIoN CovtpoNENTs

Although the free-surface boundary condition, surface-update procedure, and convergence

criteria are succinctly stated in terms of their eight components (P0 , Pt, Po", PL, Eo, E',

E! and E:), it is not immediately clear how these components are represented in terms

of the potentials /0 and ¿1. The purpose of this section is to give such representations.

From the Bernoulli equation

p@,Ò: t(u" -v'ó) - se , (A.1e)

it follows, using the definition of p0, that

po : p(ôo,(o) : L(u' -v'óo) - seo. (4.20)

The expansion of p(ó0 + ó',eo) in powers of ór, namely

p(óo + dt, d) : T(u" - v'(óo + d')) - seo

: T(u, - v, óo - 2y óo .Uót - v, ó') - seo

: po -vóo.yót - Lv'ót , (4.21)

makes it apparent that p1, which contains all terms that vary linearly with /1, is

pt : -yóo.yót (A,.22)
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In a similar manner, expressions for the remaining six quantities can be found. In sum-

mary then, the components are:

po : L(u, -vróo) - seo

pr : -Yóo.Yó'

p2 : -vóo.vóï,-g
p: : -v óo .Vó: - v ó' .Vó2

6o : vóo.ypo

: -(óo"yóo .v ót" + 00rv 0o .y4on + óo,yóo .V02 + ó2g)

Et : yóo .yp' + yót.ypo

: -(óo,yóo .v óI + 00rv 0' .y4T + óo,Vóo .v ó:

+ óIv ó' .y00, + 00rYó' .y¿on + 60,v 6t .v 6l

+ ó'.vó0.Y0', + Oivøï.Y0', + 6lv6o.v6o,

+ óLg)

øi : v óo .Y-po, + v óo".Ypo

: -(óo"yóo.vóo,, + üoovOo.U-00r, + óo,yóo.yó2,

+ ó0"v ó2.y00. + ¿'rv 0o" yóoo + óo,v ó0,.yó2

+ Óo.,yÓ'.yÓ0, + Óoo"yÓo.vÓ9u + Óo""vÓ0.YÓ0,

+ ó0""g)

øi : v óo.yp: + v ó2.y-p' + vdt.vpo, + yóL.ypo

: -(óo,yóo .v ót,, + ólyóo .v ó,r" + ó2v ôo .v ó!""

+ óo"Vó},.yót, + ütv 00,.yóto + ó2v ó2.v ói

+ ó\,yóo .yó'" + ól,v ó0 .v óto + ¿o,,v óo .Vó:

+ óo-v ó' .yó0,, + óoov 0t .U01, + óo,v ót .Vó2"

+ ó0"vó:.y0', + 00rv0!,.y0i + óo"Vót.yóo"

(A.23)

(A.24)

(A.25)

(A.26)

(^.27)

(A.2s)

(A.2e)

(A.30)

(A.31)

(A.32)

(A.33)
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+ óLv ót .yó0. + óoo,Vó' .v óon + óo""v ót .v ó2

+ óL,VóD.yóL + ó1rvó0.vóoo, + ótvóo.vó0,,

+ ó'.v óo,.y00" + üiv 02.u_ó', + óLv ó2.v ó2

+ ó',,yóo.yó'" + ó'n"v6o.v6l + 0L,U00.Yó0,

+ óL"g) (4.34)

These then, are the forms of the eight components from which the iterative procedure

can be constructed, expressed in terms of the approximate potential /0, and the correc-

tion to that approximation /1. All terms are linear in dt. Note that both E! and E!

require derivatives of the potential up to third-order to be known. It is a characteristic of

the desingularised discrete-source method that the task of computing such derivatives is

straight-forward.

4.5 Colcl,usloN

An iterative procedure has been formulated, and an algorithm for its implementation has

been presented. It comprises a boundary condition, linearised in the potential, which is

to be applied on an approximation to the free surface, rules for determining the new free

surface and potential, and a test for convergence. It converges to the desired solution

with a quadratic rate of exponential decay in error. The components of the boundary

condition have been given in detail, and it is clear that third derivatives of the potential

are required for its implementation.
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